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ABSTRACT 

Tumor cells can be modified with cytokine genes such as the Interleukin-2 GL-2) 

gene. The levels of IL-2 expressed are critical for successful treatment. We have tried to 

achieve higher levels of IL-2 than those currently available by conventional plasmids. 

Use of a transcriptional activator, e.g; the tat gene along with the HTV promoter driving 

the IL-2 gene, greatly increased IL-2 levels compared to widely used cytomegalovirus 

(CMV) driven plasmids. Control of the tat gene with an inducible promoter, i.e; the 

human HSP70B promoter, permitted control of gene expression. The inducibility of the 

HSP70B promoter by heat, y-radiation and geldanamycin (a chemotherapeutic drug) 

allowed for a combinatorial approach to cancer treatment with hyperthermia, radiation 

therapy and chemotherapy. Also a brief heat treatment of 10 min at of target cells 

increased plasmid uptake, and higher levels of gene expression could be achieved. 

Another arm of inununotherapy is adoptive therapy with Tumor Infiltrating 

Lymphocytes (TILs). Insufficient numbers of tumor-specific T-cells limit the success of 

TIL therapy. An alternative approach to overcome this limitation is to transfer tumor-

specific T cell receptor (TCR) into peripheral T-cells, redirecting their specificity to the 

tumor cell. To prove the feasibility of this technique, T-cell receptors were identified and 

cloned from hybridomas specific for the tumor cell line, M05. A three domain single 

chain T-cell receptor was also constructed from the tumor-specific TCR genes to 

investigate the ability of a single chain T-cell receptor to activate T-cells. The 

CD3^ chain was linked to the single chain to allow signal transduction upon antigen 
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recognition by the TCR. The full length and the single chain TCR were cloned into a 

retroviral vector and transducted into mouse and human T cell lines. Cell surface 

expression of the chains were detected by flow cytometry. Functionality of the 

transduced TCR chains was assessed by IL-2 secretion on co-culture of the tumor cell 

line MOS and the transduced T-cells. 

The two different approaches described here, i.e; higher levels of IL-2 for 

IL-2 gene therapy and specific redirection of T-cells can potentially greatly enhance the 

success rate of cancer treatment 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is the result of uncontrolled cell growth. Conventional therapies for cancer 

treatment include surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and hyperthermia. Disadvantages 

of these treatments are non-specificity for the cancer and toxic side-effects on healthy 

cells. An emerging field of cancer treatment is that of gene therapy. Since the first gene 

therapy clinical trials started in 1990 more than 2100 patients worldwide have been 

entered into such trials, 60% of which are for cancer therapy (1). However, there is still 

no conclusive evidence for its efficacy (2). The areas of cancer gene therapy have 

included the use of chemogenes (which confers susceptibility to chemotherapeutic 

agents), immunogenes (which involves modulation of the immune response), tumor 

suppressor genes (e.g.,pS3) and manipulation of tumor growth and invasiveness through 

genes such as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). 

Intcrlculdn-2 Therapy 

Immunotherapeutic genes can be used to modify tumor cells to become more 

immunogenic and to enhance tumor eradication. Cytokine genes such as interleukin-2 

(IL-2) and interferon-gamma (IFN-y) can augment the immune response by such 

processes. In particular, IL-2 is a T-cell growth factor that possess the ability to stimulate 
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tumor-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes and non-specific inmiune responses such as 

those mediated by natural killer (NK) cells and lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells 

(3). Recombinant IL-2 (rIL-2) has been used to treat malignant melanoma and renal cell 

carcinoma (4,5). However, clinical efficacy has been limited by serious side-effects such 

as pulmonary vascular leak and liver toxicity (6). Studies have shown that IL-2 needs to 

be present for an extended period of time for optimal effects (7), but rIL-2 only has a 6-

10 min half-life in serum (8). IL-2 gene therapy could alleviate this problem since 

prolonged gene expression could be achieved in vivo allowing a continuous dose of IL-2 

in or near the tumor. Animal models have shown that tumor cells genetically engineered 

to express the IL-2 gene can cause rejection of IL-2 modified and unmodified tumor cells 

(9). In addition, vaccination with IL-2 gene-modified tumor cells can induce rejection of 

pre-established metastatic lesions (10). Numerous IL-2 gene therapy clinical trials have 

been initiated in a variety of cancers including glioblastoma, colon carcinoma, renal cell 

carcinoma, melanoma and breast cancer (11). Data from these trials showed that unlike 

systemic rIL-2 administration, IL-2 gene therapy has very low toxicity. Unfortunately, 

few patients showed significant clinical responses. A possible reason for the lack of 

clinical responses may be that there were insufficient levels of IL-2 present to generate an 

effective inmiune response. Animal studies have shown that anti-tumor activity induced 

by IL-2 is dose-dependent and that a critical threshold must be reached for successful 

therapy (12-14). 
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Gene Therapy 

Problems in eene therapy 

The requirements for successful gene therapy, while easily stated, have been 

difficult to fulfill. It is necessary that the inserted gene produce sufficient amounts of the 

product for maximum therapeutic effect. The production of high levels of gene product is 

affected by factors such as the efficiency of vector delivery to the target cells in vivo, the 

promoter strength of the expression vector and the ability to maintain sustained gene 

expression. Ideally, it is desirable that the transgene be regulatable; i.e., its expression 

controlled to turn on or off as desired. 

Vectors for Gene Therapy 

There are two major classes of vehicles for gene transfer; viral and non-viral 

vectors. Most of the current gene therapy approaches make use of the viral vector 

methodology (15). Viruses are a powerful approach as many of them have evolved 

specific machinery to deliver DNA into cells. Retroviruses based on the mouse Moloney 

Leukemia virus (MMLV) have been used most frequently in clinical trials as an ex vivo 

method of gene delivery (15,16). These vectors are packaged into viral particles that have 

had the majority of the viral genes removed but retain some of the viral regulatory and 

packaging sequences. These vectors however, will only stably transduce actively dividing 

cells. This viral vector system has a potential disadvantage of being capable of causing 

insertional mutagenesis. Another disadvantage of retroviruses is the relatively low titer 

of virus that can be easily produced. Retroviruses also have a size limitation (5kb) for 
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DNA that can be inserted into the vector. 

Adenoviruses, the next most conunonly used class of virus, are responsible for 

mild illnesses such as upper respiratory infections (IS). By eliminating the El region of 

the viral vector, space is made to insert therapeutic genes. Also, in the absence of the 

transactivating Ela protein the virus cannot replicate, thus preventing viral spread. 

Importantly, these viruses can transfect non-dividing cells and do not integrate into the 

host chromosomes. The major disadvantage of this vector system is that the viral antigens 

elicit a robust immunologic response that eliminates transduced cells and the transgene 

product and thus, inhibits repeated administration (15). 

Other potential viral vectors that could be used in gene therapy include the herpes 

simplex virus (HSV) and the lentiviral vectors. Lentiviral vectors includes the human 

inmiunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the simian inununodeficiency virus (SIV). HIV has 

the ability to infect dividing and terminally differentiated cells. These vectors can be 

pseudotyped; that is, made to include other viral glycoproteins, such as the vesicular 

stomatitis virus G (VSV-G) protein so that they are not restricted only to binding CD4+ 

cells (17). Biosafety is the major concern for production of HTV-based vectors. The HSV 

based vectors have the largest loading capaciQr at 30kb of foreign DNA. HSV are able to 

infect a wide range of cells, including non-diving cells. HSV vectors have the ability to 

effect a latent state of infection in the central nervous system, making them a promising 

vector for gene transfer to neurons. The major disadvantage of HSV vectors is the 

presence of harmful helper virus in vector stocks (18). 

The second category of vectors are non-viral vectors, ranging from direct 
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injection ofnaked" DNA to the mixing of DNA with poly lysine or cationic lipids that 

allow the gene to cross the cell membrane. Cationic lipids have been used successfully to 

deliver genes into a variety of different cell types and tissues (19-21). These lipids are 

comprised of a hydrophobic anchor linked to a positively charged head group that binds 

and condenses the negatively charged DNA (22,23). Although not completely 

understood, the lipid-DNA complex that is formed is able to transfer DNA across the 

plasma membrane and at least a small fraction is transported into the nucleus. Unlike 

viral vectors, cationic lipid based delivery systems have several advantages. DNA lipid 

complexes are easy to prepare and there is no limit to the size of the gene that can be 

delivered. Since these vectors lack viral proteins, they are less immunogenic. More 

importantiy, the cationic lipid systems cannot generate infectious virus. These vectors can 

also be administered in vivo. The listed features make lipid delivery a very feasible 

alternative to viral vectors. However, cationic lipid mediated gene transfer suffers from 

poor eCRciency of vector delivery and transient expression of the transgene (24,25). A 

hundred to thousand-fold more DNA is required to achieve a level of expression that is 

comparable to that of a recombinant adenovirus gene transfer vector (25). As there is a 

dose-dependent cellular toxicity associated with the use of lipid-DNA complexes, it is 

advantageous to minimize the total amount of complex by optimizing the performance of 

the plasmid and the lipid. Improved cationic lipid formulations have been synthesized 

(26-29), but optimization of the plasmid vector for high-level expression is more 

important. Time course studies of gene expression in vivo shows that gene expression is 

transient, with peak levels between 8-20 hours post-transfection and drops to less than 
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1% of the peak level by day 4 (30). Thus, if the disadvantages of poor efiBciency of 

delivery and transient expression of the transgene could be overcome, cationic-lipid 

based delivery systems would be a very safe choice for gene delivery. 

Promoters 

Although a large number of plasmids are transferred into cells by lipid mediated 

gene transfer, the majority of molecules appear to be in large inactive complexes and thus 

not accessible for gene expression (25). One solution to this problem is to achieve the 

most efiRcient gene expression per plasmid molecule. The use of a strong promoter 

would help increase gene expression per plasmid. The strength of different viral 

promoters often depends on the cell lines and the transgene utilized (31). Many different 

studies have shown that the cytomeglovirus promoter (CMV) is one of the strongest 

promoters (32-34). A study comparing different human promoters including the human 

mucin I (MUC I) promoter, surfactant protein C (SPC) promoter and human nitric oxide 

synthase (NOS) promoter to the rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and the CMV promoter 

concluded that the CMV promoter yielded the highest expression in vitro (35). The study 

also demonstrated that the addition of an additional CMV enhancer upstream of the CMV 

promoter increased gene expression but that the addition of a third CMV promoter 

decreased gene expression. However, the CMV promoter is often down-regulated shortly 

after transfection, resulting in low levels of transgene expression. 
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Inducible Vectors 

Inducible promoters possessing low basal expression levels but high expression 

levels after induction are useful tools for gene therapy that allow gene expression at 

chosen periods during cancer treatment. Regulated expression of therapeutic genes in 

cancer gene therapy is used in a growing number of gene therapy approaches (36). 

Several different approaches to regulate gene expression have been used. These 

approaches have included the addition or subtraction of small molecules that interact with 

cis DNA elements which turn genes on or off. Examples of such inducible systems 

include the multidrug resistance promoter (37), the tet-B system regulated by tetracycline 

(38,39), the progesterone antagonist RU 486 (40), the insect hormone ecdysone (41) and 

the rapamycin (FK506) system (42). These systems utilize either chemicals or hormones 

as inducers. One of the problems found with these systems however, is the high level of 

background gene expression (43). The use of an inducible promoter for gene therapy that 

could be induced by existing cancer therapies would help integrate gene therapy with 

conventional therapies in a combinatorial approach to cancer treatment. 

Transfection efficiencv 

The major drawback to the use of plasmid vectors for gene therapy is their 

relatively poor transduction efficiency and poor integration rates as compared with viral 

vectors. Thus, if liposome mediated gene transfer could be sufficiently enhanced, gene 

transfer using non-viral methodologies might become more widespread. It has been 

shown that transfection of damaged plasmids (such as by ultraviolet light crosslinking) 
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can improve gene transfer efficiency (44). But this method is not convenient for use in 

gene therapy as mutations in the gene of interest are not desirable. Treatment of cells with 

glycerol (45), dimethyl sulfoxide (46), choroquine (47) and ceil synchronization to the 

late G2/mitotic phase of the cell cycle (48) can enhance transfer of DNA into the 

cytoplasm and subsequently, incorporation into the nucleus. Also, certain DNA damaging 

agents such as the DNA crosslinking agent 4P-hydroxymethyl-4,S(X,8-trimethylpsoralen 

(49), hydrogen peroxide (SO) and ultraviolet light (51) have been shown to improve 

transfection efficiency. The above methods are not convenient for use in vivo and thus are 

not suitable for use with gene therapy. 

Stevens et al (52) addressed the problem of increasing transfection efficiency with 

the use of ionizing radiation to increase plasmid transfection efficiency in vitro. Modest 

increases in plasmid transduction were observed with radiation treatment at doses that 

killed 90% of treated cells. Increases in transfection efficiency by radiation treatment 

works by inducing DNA strand breaks (52), which again is not desirable for gene 

therapy. 

Adoptive Cellular Therapy 

Another aspect of immunogene therapy is gene manipulation of inunune cells, in 

particular, T cells that play an active role in tumor elimination 

The transfer of immune effector cells with anti-tumor reactivity is termed 

"adoptive cellular therapy." Adoptive cellular therapy involves re-infiision of antigen 

specific or non-specific lymphoid cells with potential cytotoxic anti-tumor activity after 
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ex vivo expansion. The lymphoid cells are isolated from peripheral blood, tumor-

draining lymph nodes, or primary tumor tissue (S3). There are three models of adoptive 

cellular therapy: autolymphocyte therapy (ALT), lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cell 

therapy and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) therapy. 

Autolymphocyte therapy refers to adoptive immunotherapy with autologous 

activated memory T lymphocytes that have been expanded and activated ex vivo. T-cell 

activation is performed by incubating memory T cells with a monoclonal antibody 

against the TCR complex (anti-CD3) (54). Triggering of the CDS components results in 

clonal T-cell proliferation through an IL-2 dependent autocrine pathway (55). 

LAK cells are derived from lymphoid cells or NK cells which circulate in 

peripheral blood. LAK cells are derived by in vitro culture in the presence of very high 

concentrations of IL-2 (500-1000 lU/ml) (56). These activated LAK cells can lyse tumor 

targets from syngeneic, allogeneic, or xenogeneic sources and are generally major 

histocompatibility complex non-restricted (57). In animal models, passive transfer of 

LAK cells with IL-2 infusion caused regression of lesions in liver, lung and subcutaneous 

tissues from a variety of tumor Qrpes (58-60). The anti-tumor effect of LAK therapy 

depended upon the number of cells infused, IL-2 dosage and the tumor bulk (61). Human 

clinical trials of adoptively transferred LAK cells alone showed no clinical efBcacy, but a 

combination of LAK cells and IL-2 showed clinical responses in patients with renal cell 

cancer, melanoma, adenocarcinoma of the lung and colorectal carcinoma (62-64). LAK 

cell generation for clinical trials has been performed by in vitro culture of peripheral 

blood lymphocytess in IL-2 (500-1000 lU/ml) with approximately lO'̂ -lO" LAK cells 
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being re infused into the patient along with high-dose IL-2. 

In the hopes of reducing the number of cells needed for passive transfer and 

decreasing the requirement of high-dose IL-2, a more potent lymphoid effector cell was 

sought. Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes or TILs are activated cytotoxic T cells, with a 

greater propensity for target-specific killing, unlike the nonspecific LAK cells. TILs can 

be isolated from tumors, expanded in vitro with IL-2 and re-infused with IL-2 or IFN-ol 

Animal studies comparing adoptive transfer of TIL versus LAK cells showed that a dose 

of 2x10* LAK cells were required to treat murine metastases (65), while only 4-SxlO^ 

TILs successfully treated 96% of metastasis (65). TILs were found to be 50-100 times 

more potent than LAK cells in the treatment of 3-day established lung metastases (66). A 

combination of low dose IL-2 therapy along with TIL therapy enhanced the efficacy of 

treatment of pulmonary metastases 2-5 fold. Importantly, mice cured of tumors with TIL 

therapy were immune to subsequent challenge with the same tumor thus indicating the 

presence of long term immunity (66). 

The preparation of TILs for human adoptive immunotherapy requires a specimen 

of the tumor followed by mechanical and en^matic disruption of the tissue to obtain 

single cell suspensions containing both mononuclear and tumor cells. Cells are expanded 

in vitro in the presence of IL-2. After 2 weeks in culture tumor cells are absent from the 

culture and TIL cells proliferate. After an additional 5-6 weeks of culture, an initial 10*-

lO' cells proliferate to approximately lO" TILs, which are infused into patients along 

with IL-2 (67). 

One of the drawbacks of TIL immunotherapy is the inability to generate TILs 
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from a significant number of patients. In a study conducted with 81 patients, in 33 

patients (41%) TILs could not be generated (67). Also, extensive culture (7-8 weeks) of 

these cells could potentially affect their homing pattern by altering homing molecules on 

the cell surface. A solution to this drawback could be reconstitution of functional antigen 

specific T cell receptors (TCR) by the transfer of TCR genes into peripheral T-cells. 

Infusion of these reconstituted T-cells would increase the number of tumor-specific T 

lymphocytes in the body. 

T-cell receptor 

Peripheral T cell antigen receptors consist of two transmembrane glycoprotein 

chains termed a and ^ which mediate antigenic recognition (68). The extracellular 

portion of each chain is composed of domains resembling immunoglobulin variable (V) 

and constant (C) regions. A hinge region connects the extracellular domain to the 

cytoplasmic domain. The hinge region forms interchain-disulphide bonds between the 

alpha and beta chains. The cytoplasmic domain of the TCR is short and cannot mediate 

intracellular signaling. Signaling from the T cell receptor is mediated by the CD3 family 

of molecules. The CD3 molecules consist of the CD3^ homodimer, CD3Y, CD38 and two 

CD3E chains. The CD3 complex associates with the TCR chains non-covalently. The 

positively charged residues in the TCR transmembrane domain associate with the 

negatively charged CD3 molecules. Studies have implicated CD3^ as the most important 

player in TCR signal transduction (69). 

The variable region of the TCR is comprised of the variable (V), diversity (D) and 

the joining (J) regions for the TCR beta chain, while the alpha chain lacks the D segment 
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and thus is comprised of the V and J regions only. V, D, and J gene segments each 

constitute a related group of structures called families. Within a gene segment family, 

subfamilies are formed based on the degree of sequence homology. Greater than 75% 

homology puts two gene segments into one subfamily (70). 8.2, for instance, denotes 

the second member of the eighth subfamily of the TCR 3 chain variable gene segments. 

In the mouse there are 100 different variable genes and SO different J segments for the 

alpha chain (71,72). The 100 variable genes have been grouped into 20 variable region 

families according to DNA homology. For the mouse beta chain, there are 30 different 

variable gene segments grouped into 25 variable region families (73,74). For the beta 

chain there are two D-J clusters and each cluster has 1 D and 6 J gene segments. 

Single-chain T-ceil receptors 

To obtain a functional TCR both the alpha and the beta chains need to be 

transfected into cells. This approach relies upon the assembly of the heterodimer, which 

is inefiHcient (75). In addition, high-level expression of the human TCR a chain in 

transfected eukaryotic cells is not stable (75,76). These problems can be avoided by 

designing a single-chain recombinant protein in which the V regions of the heterodimer 

(two-domain) are joined by a short peptide linker. Such a design has been successfully 

applied to antibody molecules (77,78). Recombinant single chain T cell receptors 

(scTCRs) have been constructed fix)m Jurkat cells (79) and D-10 (80) both human T cell 

lines. Variable regions of the a and P chains from the Jurkat T cell receptor were linked 

together with the (Gly4-Ser)3 linker. The Jurkat scTCRs have been shown to retain their 
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antigenic and natural conformation (79). It has also been shown that the scTCRs retain 

specificity by being capable of binding peptide antigens associated with MHC molecules 

(76). Single-chain TCR have also been generated firom tumor infiltrating lymphocytes 

and a CTL clone directed against melanoma-associated antigen (MAGE)-l. The scTCR 

demonstrated binding activity to HLA-A1(+) cells pulsed with MAGE-1 peptide (81). A 

modification to the two-domain structure is the addition of the C^chain constant region, 

such that the single chain consists of three domains, Va-linker-VP-C^ (76). The 

domain provides spatial distance for the proper folding, conformation and stability of 

the Va—domains on the cell surface. The Cp chain stops at codon number 245, 

upstream of the amino acid cysteine, that is involved in disulphide linkage of the a and 

P chains. Thus, the scTCR does not possess the hydrophobic transmembrane region that 

is important for interaction with the CD3 molecules (76). Thus, the scTCR, as is, is 

incapable of cell signaling. Cell signaling can be achieved by the addition of the 

transmembrane and intracellular region of a signaling molecule such as CD3^ onto the 

scTCR. 

In this dissertation the problems stated above, such as the promoter choice, 

inducibility of transgene expression and transfection efiGciency of the plasmid have been 

identified and studied. Improvements to current methodologies to obtain maximum 

transgene expression have been performed. Also potential improvements to adoptive 

therapy have been attempted using a murine tumor model system and transferring tumor 

specific TCR alpha and beta chains into T-cell lines. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mice 

Six to eight week old female CS7BL/6, H-2'' mice were obtained from Jackson 

Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine). The mice were housed in the University of Arizona 

animal faciliQr and fed ad libitum in accordance with NIH guidelines. 

Cell lines 

B16(H2'0, a mouse melanoma cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture 

Collection. MOS (H-2'*), a tumor cell line derived from B16 and transfected with the 

ovalbumin peptide, was kindly provided by Dr. E. Katsanis, University of Arizona, 

Tucson, AZ. The MF2.2D9 and B3Z T-cell hybridomas were also kindly provided by 

Dr. E. Katsanis, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. The MF2.2D9 hybridoma was 

derived from a CD4+ T-cell which was fused to BWS 147, a mouse T-cell leukemia cell 

line (Dr. Kenneth Rock, University of California, San Francisco, CA). MF2.2D9 secretes 

IL-2 upon stimulation with MOS. The B3Z hybridoma was derived from a CD8+ T-cell 

and was also fused to BWS 147. B3Z, it has been transfected with the lacZ gene under the 

control of the IL-2 promoter, and upon stimulation with MOS produces ^-galactosidase 

(82). The human tumor cell lines AS49, a lung carcinoma cell line; S W480, a colon 

carcinoma cell line; and MCF-7, a breast carcinoma cell line were kindly provided by Dr. 

Evan Hersh, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. JRT3, a human T-cell leukemia, was 
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kindly provided by Dr. Marilyn. Halonen, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. The 

murine cell lines M05, MF2.2 D9, B3Z and the T-cell lymphoma, BW5147 (H-2'') 

(American Type Culture Collection) were propagated in complete Dulbecco's Modified 

Essential Medium (see Appendix A for composition). The human carcinoma cell lines 

were maintained in complete RPMI medium (see Appendix A for composition). 

Construction of pCI-IL-2-nco plasmid 

The human IL-2 gene (a gift from Dr. Evan Hersh, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ) 

was adapted for the EcoRI site of pCI-neo (Promega, Madison, WI) with the Sac-KiSS-

Lambda vector (83). Briefly, a 0.5 Kb BamHI-PstI DNA fragment containing the lL-2 

gene was inserted into Sac-KiSS-Lambda following a complete digestion with BamHI 

and a partial digestion with PstI to crcate the plasmid, pSac-KiSS-IL-2. The IL-2 gene 

was then excised from pSac-KiSS-IL-2 as an EcoRI fragment and inserted into the EcoRI 

site of pCI-neo to generate pCI-IL-2-neo (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pSR-alpha-IL-2 plasmid 

The 0.5 Kb IL-2 gene was excised from pSac-KiSS-IL-2 with EcoRI and inserted into the 

EcoRI site of pcDL-SRa296 (84) to yield the plasmid, pSR-alpha-IL-2. (see Figure 1) 
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Construction of pHi2-IL2-neo-C plasmid 

The HIV 2 LTR (long terminal repeat) was excised from pGL2-HIV 2, a gift from Dr. 

Gunther Krauss, Vienna University Medical School, Austria (85) by Bglll digestion 

followed by partial digestion with Hindlll. The 0.8 Kb Bglll-Hindlll fragment 

containing the HIV 2 promoter then replaced the Cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter in 

Bglll and Hindlll digested pCI-neo to create pHIV2-aeo. The IL-2 gene was excised 

from pSac-ICiSS-IL-2 with EcoRI and inserted into the EcoRI site of pHrV2-neo to yield 

the plasmid, pHrV2-IL2-neo. pHrV2-IL2-neo was modified by NotI digestion followed 

by treatment with DNA polymerase I and self-re-ligation to remove the extra restriction 

sites that would interfere with further cloning steps to create the plasmid, pHIV2-lL2-

neo-NP. A pCEP4 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)- derived CMV promoter-based 

transcription unit was inserted at the BamHI site of pHrV2-IL2-neo-NP to create pHi2-

IL2-neo-C. Briefly, pCEP4 was digested with BamHI followed by treatment with DNA 

polymerase I to create pCEP4-BP. The CMV transcription unit of pCEP4-BP was 

excised by Sail and ligated to Sail digested p34H (86) to yield p34H-CEP4-BP. The 

fragment containing the CMV transcription unit was then cut back out by BamHI and 

inserted into pHIV2-IL2-neo-NP (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pHi2-IL2-nco-C-TAT plasmid 

pHi2-IL2-neo-C-TAT was created by inserting the tat gene into pHi2-IL2-neo-C. 

Briefly, the tat gene was excised from the plasmid pTAT (87) with Xbal and ligated with 
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Xbal digested Kpn-KiSS-Lambda (I) to create Kpn-KiSS-TAT. The tat gene was then 

cut back out with NotI and inserted into the NotI site following the CMV promoter in 

pHi2-IL2-neo-C (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pHi2-IL2-C plasmid 

pHi2-IL2-C was created by removing the neomycin selectable marker from pHIV2-IL2-

neo-NP with BsaBI digestion and self re-ligation to create pHrV2-IL2-NP. The CMV 

transcription unit was then cut out of the plasmid p34H-CEP4-BP, as described before, 

and inserted into the BamHI site of pHrV2-IL2-NP (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pHi2-IL2-C-TAT plasmid 

pHi2-IL2-C-TAT was created by cloning the NotI adapted tat gene from the plasmid 

Kpn-KiSS-TAT into the NotI site of pHi2-IL2-C (see Figure 1). 

Constuction of pHi2-IL2-C/revcrse plasmid 

pHi2-IL2-C/reverse was created by inserting the BamHI adapted CMV transcription unit 

from p34H-CEP4-BP into the BamHI site of pHrV2-IL2-NP in the opposite orientation 

as compared to the HIV 2 LTR (see Figure I). 
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Construction of pHi2-IL2-C-TAT/revcrse plasmid 

pHi2-IL2-C-TAT/reverse was created by inserting the NotI adapted tat gene from Kpn-

KiSS-TAT into the NotI site of pHi2-IL2-C/reverse. The CMV and the HIV 2 LTR 

transcriptional units were in opposite orientation to each other. 

Construction of pIlil-lL2-neo-C plasmid 

The HIV 1 LTR was excised with Hindlll from pGL2-HIVl (obtained from Dr. L. 

Luznick, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ) and replaced the HIV 2 promoter in the 

Hindlll site of pHIV2-IL2-neo to generate pHIVl-IL2-neo. pHIVl-IL2-neo was 

modified by NotI digestion followed by treatment with DNA polymerase I and self re-

ligation to remove the extra restriction sites that would interfere with further cloning 

steps to create the plasmid, pHIVl-IL2-neo-NP. The BamHI fragment from p34H-

CEP4-BP containing the CMV transcription unit was inserted into the BamHI site of 

pHrVl-IL2-neo-NP to form pHil-IL2-neo-C (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pHil-IL2-neo-C-TAT plasmid 

pHil-IL2-neo-C-TAT was created by inserting the NotI fragment from Kpn-KiSS-TAT 

into the NotI site of pHil-IL2-neo-C (see Figure 1). 
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Construction of pIIil-lL2-C plasmid 

pHil-IL2-C was created by removing the neomycin selectable marker from pHrVl-lL2-

neo-NP by BsaBI digestion and self re-ligation to create pHIVl-IL2-NP. The fragment 

containing the CMV transcription unit was derived from a BamHI digestion of p34H-

CEP4-BP and inserted into the BamHI site of pHIVl-IL2-NP (see Figure 1). 

Construction of pHil-IL2-C-TAT plasmid 

pHil-IL2-C-TAT was created by inserting the NotI fragment from Kpn-KiSS-TAT into 

the NotI site of pHil-IL2-C (see Figure 1). 

Construction of tiie plasmid pHSP-MCS plasmid 

pHSP-MCS was generated by replacing the CMV promoter of pcDNA3 (Invitrogen, San 

Diego, CA) with a BamHI-Hind III fragment of the human HSP70B promoter obtained from 

the pl730R plasmid (StressGen, Victoria, BC) (see Figure 9). 

Construction of pHSP-^-gal plasmid 

Beta-galactosidase O-gal) (from the pCMVB plasmid, Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) was cloned 

into the Not I site of pHSP-MCS to generate pHSP-^-gal. 
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Construction of pHSP-IL-2 plasmid 

The human lL-2 gene (a gift firom Dr. Evan Hersh, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ) was 

first adapted for an EcoRl site. Briefly, a O.Skb BamHI-PstI DNA fi-agment containing the 

IL-2 gene was inserted into the Sac-KiSS-X following a complete digestion with BamHI and a 

partial digestion with PstI to create the plasmid pSac-KiSS-IL-2. The IL-2 gene was then 

excised fit>m the pSac-KiSS-IL-2 as an EcoRI fragment and inserted into the EcoRI site of 

pHSP-MCS to generate pHSP-IL-2. 

Construction of pHSP-EGFP plasmid 

The Enhanced Green Florescence Protein (EGFP) (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) was inserted into 

the Kpn I-Not I multiple cloning site of pHSP-MCS to create the pHSP-EGFP plasmid. 

DOSPER Transfections 

Transfections were performed in vitro after complexing plasmid DNA with the cationic 

lipid Dosper (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Dosper(l,3-Di-01eoyloxy-2-(6-Carboxy-

spermyl)-propylamid) was purchased as a 1 mg/ml concentration. The plasmids were 

mixed with carrier DNA so that each microgram of transfected DNA contained 9xl0'° 

molecules (O.IS pmol) of the plasmid of interest Target cells were seeded overnight at 

3.5x10^ cells/well in a 12 well plate (Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Just prior to adding the 

lipid/DNA mixture, media from the cells was removed and replaced with 0.5 ml fresh 
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medium with FBS. A mixture containing 5 of DNA (4.SxlO'' molecules of the target 

plasmid plus carrier DNA) formulated with S fig Dosper to yield a DNA/lipid mass ratio 

of 1 ;1 was added to the cells. Cells were incubated for 24 hours after transfection at 37°C 

in S% CO2 prior to quantitation of gene expression. All transfections were done in 

triplicates. 

NOVAFECTOR Transfections 

Target cells were seeded overnight in 35mm plates (Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ) at 

0.5x10^ cells/plate to achieve 70% confluency. Cells were transfected with the indicated 

plasmids using the lipid Novafector (VennNova, Pompano Beach, FL) at a ratio of l^g 

DNA to 4fil of lipid in OPTIMEM media. After 6 hours of transfection, the media was 

changed to complete RPMI. Cells were assayed for gene expression 24 hours after 

transfection. 

DMRIE DOPE Transfections 

DMRIE DOPE (Vical Inc, San Diego, CA) was used as the lipid for transfections in the 

P-gal studies. A lipid to DNA ratio of 4:1 was used for transfections that were performed 

in reduced serum media OPTI-MEM (GIBCO, Gaithersburg, MD). Four hours after 

transfections, 0.5 ml of 30% FBS in OPTI-MEM was added to each well. The next day 

an additional 1ml of 10% FBS in OPTI-MEM was added. For^-eight hours after 
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transfection the cells were trypsinized and stained for P-gal using the Invitrogen ^-gal 

staining kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 

DMRIE-C Transfcctions 

DMRIE-C (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) transfections were performed as per the 

manufacturer's recommendations. Briefly, a 1:4 ratio of ^g DNA: ^1 of lipid was used. 

One microgram of DNA and 4 ^1 of lipid were mixed separately with S00^1 of OPTI-

MEM media (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY. The two solutions were then mixed 

together and allowed to incubate for 45 min. at room temperature to form lipid /DNA 

complexes. The target cells were washed once with OPTI-MEM media, the transfection 

mixture added and the cells were then incubated at 11'̂ C for 4 hours. After four hours the 

media was replaced with complete RPMI media. 

Calcium-phosphate Tnmsfcctions 

MCF-7 cells were transfected with the pHOT-EGFP vector by standard calcium phosphate 

methodologies (100). Stable transfectants were obtained by selection with the antibiotic G418 

(400^g/ml) and were maintained in complete RPMI medium. 

IL-2 EUSA 

IL-2 supematants obtained from human cells were measured by ELISA (Enzyme Linked 

Immunosorbent Assay) using either the IL-2 EASIA kit (Medgenix Diagnostic, Fleunis, 
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Belgium) or the OptEIA Human IL-2 Set (Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Mouse IL-2 

was measured by the OptEIA mouse IL-2 Set (Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Briefly, for 

each kit, either a 96 well microtitre plate was coated with capture monoclonal antibodies 

to IL-2 (OptEIA Human IL-2 Set, OptEIA Mouse IL-2 Set), or a pre-coated 96 well 

microtitre plate supplied by the company was used (IL-2 EASIA). The ceil supematants 

(100^.1) were added to wells, either undiluted or with appropriate dilutions, and incubated 

for 2 hours at room temperature. After several washing steps detection antibody 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase was added, followed by the detection solution 

which estimates the amount of bound enzyme-labeled antibodies. After 30 min. the 

reaction was stopped by the addition of 2N H2SO4 and the plate read on a microplate 

reader at 450nm. A standard curve was plotted and IL-2 concentrations were determined 

by interpolation from the standard curve. For the IL-2 EASIA kit, results were calculated 

as lU/ml of IL-2 and for the OptEIA kit, results were calculated as pg/ml of IL-2. The 

values of IL-2 were reported as per million cells per ml. 

Flow cytometry 

An anti-Tcr^ chain-FITC monoclonal antibody was used (Pharmingen, San Diego,CA) 

Flow cytometric analysis was performed using a FACStar flow cytometer (Becton 

Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, Mountain View, CA). Data were acquired 

utilizing a COHERENT (Palo Alto, CA) 90-5 5W argon ion water-cooled laser tuned to 

488 nm at lOOmW power for excitation. Emitted fluorescence was collected with a 
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standard 530/30 band pass filter. A minimum of 10,000 events were collected in a 'live' 

gate. Data were acquired and analyzed on an HP340 computer with Lysys II software 

(Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems Mountain View, CA). 

In vivo studies 

C57B1/6 mice each were injected intra-muscularly in the hind flank with either 0.5x10^ 

B16 cells, 0.5x10^ B-10 cells (816 cells transfected with the CMV-IL-2 plasmid) or 

0.5x10*^ BB-15 cells (316 cells transfected with the HIV-2-IL-2 MCV-tat plasmid) in 100 

^1 of PBS. Tumor growth was monitored over time and tumor size was measured with 

vernier calipers. 

Ceil treatments for inducible gene expression 

Transfected cells were plated overnight in a 35mm tissue culture dish (Falcon, Franklin 

Lakes, NJ) at a density of 1x10^ cells in 5ml of RPMI medium. The following day cells 

were treated as follows. 1) Heat shock of cells was performed by sealing the tissue 

culture dish with parafilm and immersing it in a 42°C water bath for 60 min. 

2) Treatment of the cells with a chemotherapeutic agent was performed by addition of 

Geldanamycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to cell cultures at a concentration of l^g/ml. 
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3) Gamma-radiation treatment of the cells was performed using a ^Co gamma irradiation 

unit. The cells were exposed to a total of3000 rads (225 rads/min) of radiation in a 

single dose. 

Cell treatment for increased stable integration 

Cells were transfected with the cationic lipid DMRIE-C as described. After 4 hours of 

incubation at 37°C, the dishes were sealed with parafilm and completely inunersed in a 

42''C water bath for 10 min. The outsides of the dishes were then disinfected with 70% 

alcohol and the media replaced with new media. The cells were incubated overnight at 

37°C and then harvested for flow cytometric analysis or seeded in T7Scm^ flasks with 

media containing the antibiotic G418 for isolation of stably integrated colonies. 

Western blots 

Western immunoblots were performed to estimate production of heat shock proteins. 

Cells to be assayed were washed with phosphate buffered saline and resuspended in cell lysis 

buffer (SOOmM Tris, PH 6.8, 1% SDS, 10%glycerol, 10%beta-mercaptoethanol). Total 

protein was estimated by the BCA protein assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Protein samples 

(30mg each) were fractionated for Western blot analysis by separation on denaturing SDS-

PAGE and transferred onto nitrocellulose filters. Filters were blocked by soaking the 

membrane in buffer containing 3% milk in TTBS (Tris-buffered saline containing 1% Tween-
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20) to minimize non-specific binding. After three washes in TTBS the membranes were 

incubated with anti-HSP 72/73 antibody (StressGen, Victoria, BC). Goat anti-mouse IgG-

horse radish peroxidase (Pierce, Rockford, IL) was used as a secondary/developing antibody. 

Both incubations were performed at room temperature for 1 hour. The membrane was 

washed three times with TTBS and incubated in substrate reagent containing peroxide for 5 

min at room temperature. Heat shock proteins were detected by exposure to ELC hyperfihn 

and developed by chemluminescence. Heat shock protein expression was quantitated by 

scanning densitometry. 

^-galactosidase staining 

Cells were stained or assayed for 3-galactosidase production using the ^-gal staining kit 

or the ^gal assay kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) respectively, according to the 

manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, for the ^-gal staining assay adherent cells were 

stained in 3Smm petri dishes and the color changes documented by photography. The 

quantitative P-gal assay kit involved lysing the cells and measuring the activity of ^ 

galactosidase by its ability to catalyze the hydrolysis of ^-galactosides such as ONPG 

(ortho-nitrophenyl-P-D-galactopyranoside). Hydrolysis of ONPG to the ONP anion 

produces a bright yellow color with a peak absorbance at 420 nm that can be quantitated 

by using a spectrophotometer. Results are expressed as specific activity of 

galactosidase. 
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cDNA construction 

Messenger RNA (mRNA) was isolated from the MF2.2 D9 and B3Z T-cell hybridomas 

using the Oiigotex Direct mRNA micro kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Briefly, mRNA was 

reverse-transcribed to cDNA using Superscript II reverse transcriptase 

(LifeTechnologies, Grand island, NY) and oligo dT as the primer. The reaction was 

incubated at 42°C for SO min. The reverse transcriptase enzyme was then inactivated at 

6S°C for 2 min. The cDNA was used for PGR reactions. 

For cDNA construction from cells transfected with either the full-length TCR or single 

chain TCR genes, mRNA was isolated as above. mRNA was reverse-transcribed to 

cDNA using Thermoscript reverse transcriptase (LifeTechnologies, Grand island, NY) 

wherein the reaction was incubated at SSX for SO min. 

T cell receptor V-alpha and V-beta chain analysis 

Complementary DNA was used directly for TCR ot/p chain gene screening. Four 

microlitres of total cDNA was used to screen for TCR Va and TCR V^ chain gene 

expression. Twenty different family-specific PCR reactions per V-region set were 

performed. To determine TCR Va usage S' Va and 3' Ca (145) primers (described in 

Appendix B) were used. To determine TCR vp usage S' vp and 3' CP (,45^ primers 

(described in Appendix B) were used. PCR was performed using the Perkin Elmer 

model 2400 machine (Periun Elmer, Foster City, CA). "Touchdown PCR" with a 
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decrease in annealing temperature for each cycle was performed as follows: 94°C for 30 

seconds to denature; 60°C for 30 sec with subsequent 0.2°C decrease in temperature per 

cycle for 30 cycles; 72°C for 30 sec to extend; 10 additional cycles at 94°C for 30 sec to 

denature; 50°C for 30 sec to anneal; 72°C for 30 sec to extend; and an additional S min at 

72°C to incorporate extra deoxyadenosine to the end of the PCR product to facilitate 

cloning into a T-vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). PCR products were electrophoresed 

in a 2% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide and visualized under UV light. 

Isolation of full length T-cell receptor genes 

PCR primers were designed for isolation of the full length TCR cDNA (See Appendix B 

for details). PCR reactions were performed with the primers using cDNA isolated from 

the MF2.2 D9 and B3Z T cell hybridomas. The same "touchdown PCR" protocol used 

for screening the Vo/V^ families was_employed. The products were cloned into T-

vectors and sequenced for confirmation. Sequencing was done by the Arizona Research 

Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. 

Construction of 3 domain single chain T cell receptors (SDscTcr) 

The 3DscTcr was constructed as previously published (76). First, the variable region of 

the TCR alpha chain was amplified using a S' EcoRl Va primer and a 3' Ca (121) G4S 

antisense primer which anneals with the first S codons of the variable and constant 
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regions, respectively (Appendix B). The 3' Ca (121) G4S antisense primer has a Gly4Ser 

sequence for PCR splicing by overlap extension (s.o.e.ing). The full-length TCR ^ chain 

was amplified using a 5' G4SV^ primer and a 3' (245) Xhol antisense primer with a 

Gly4Ser sequence for the s.o.e.ing. The universal (Gly4Ser)3 linker was added to the G4S-

Vpcp-Xhol piece resulting in a (G4S) 3-V^P-XhoI fragment Finally, the EcoRI-Va-

G4S product was sewed into the (G4S) 3-V^P-XhoI piece to make the EcoRI-Va-

(G4S)3-V^C^XhoI product (a 3 domain single chain T cell receptor). The final product 

was cloned into a T-vector and confirmed by sequencing. 

Ligation of the CD3-zeta chain to the 3DscTcr 

The transmembrane to cytoplasmic region of the mouse CD3-C chain (obtained from Dr. 

R. Klausner, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland) was amplified by PCR. The primers were 

designed with an Xhol site on the S'end and an EcoRI site on the 3' end. The EcoRI-V_-

(G4S) 3-VpC3-XhoI 3DscTcr and the Xhol- CD3-^-EcoR I, were ligated into the 

pBluescript II piasmid (Stratagene, LA Jolla, CA, cut with EcoRI) as a trimolecular 

ligation reaction. White colonies were selected for further analysis of the ligated product 

by PCR using the S' Va primer and the 3' CD3^ primer. The correct orientation of the 

product was analyzed by restriction digestion with Xhol. 
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Cloning of TCR chains into tiie LXSN retroviral vector 

The full length TCR chains and the single chain T-cell receptor ligated to CD3^ were 

cloned into the EcoRI cloning site of the retroviral vector LXSN (Dr. Richard Mulligan, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, NE). The full-length TCRs were 

isolated from the T-vector as an EcoRI fragment and ligated with EcoRI digested LXSN. 

Ampicillin resistant colonies were selected and screened for the presence of the TCR 

cDNA by PCR. Gene orientation was determined by restriction digestion. The single 

chain TCRs were isolated as an EcoRI fragment from pBluescript II and cloned into 

EcoRI digested LXSN. 

Retroviral transductions 

Retroviral transductions were performed by generating retroviral supematants from the 

producer cell line 293GP (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) as follows. One million 293GP cells 

were seeded on a collagen-coated 60mm dish (Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The cells 

were co-transfected with VSV-G (which provides the envelope gene) and LXSN 

plasmids using calcium phosphate (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI). Forty-eight and 

72 hour supematants were collected and added to target cells (Jurkat cells and BWS147 

cells) seeded on fibronectin-coated dishes (Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ) in the presence of 

8^g/ml polybrene. The target cells were incubated with the supematants for 12 hours, 

after which the medium was replaced by fresh media. Cells were then harvested for 

further analysis (i.e., phenotypic and functional assays). 
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In vitro functional assays 

In vitro cultures were set up with transfected cells as follows. 1x10^ transfected cells 

were cultured with either 1x10^ MOS or B16 cells in a 24 well plate in Iml DMEM 

media. The cells were co-cultured for 48 hours and the supernatant harvested and assayed 

for lL-2 production by ELISA. Concanavalin A (2.5^g/ml) was used as a positive 

control. 

Genomic DNA isolation 

Cells were harvested from culture and resuspended in extraction buffer (lOmM Tris HCl 

pH 8.0,0.IM EDTA, 0.5% SDS and 20^g/ml preboiled RNAse A) at for 1 hour. 

Proteinase K (100^g/ml) was added and the mixture was incubated at SO^C for 3 hours. 

Extraction with phenol was performed three times with each extraction mixed for ISmin 

at room temperature slowly and centrifuged 10 min. DNA was precipitated with 0.1 

volume of 3M sodium acetate, ImM EDTA pH 7.0 and 0.54 volumes of isopropanol and 

resuspended in TE buffer. 

Satistical analysis 

Students t-test was performed for statistical analysis, p values < 0.05 were considered 

significant 
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS- PART 1 

Improved Vectors for Gene Therapy of Cancer 

High-level gene expression vectors using a transcriptional activator. 

The first aim of the study was to design expression vectors that would yield 

higher levels of gene expression than those attained by commonly available plasmids. 

The most commonly available commercial promoter is the Cytomegalovirus (CMV) 

promoter, which is also accepted as one of the strongest promoters available among many 

different cell types (32,34). The control vector chosen as the starting vector was pCI-IL-

2-neo, which has as a reporter, the Interleukin-2 (IL-2) gene under the control of the 

CMV promoter. A different plasmid using the SR-a promoter was chosen for comparison 

as previous reports had shown the activity of the SR-a promoter to be stronger than the 

CMV promoter (39). The SR-a promoter is a chimeric promoter composed of the SV40 

early promoter and the R-U5 segment of the Human T-cell Leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV 

1) LTR (103). Improved vectors were designed using an amplifier strategy, where either 

the HIVl or the HIV2 LTR was used as the promoter driving the reporter gene, IL-2. The 

CMV promoter was used to drive the transcriptional activator of the HTV LTR, the tat 

gene. 
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The CMV promoter was replaced by either the HIV-1 or the HIV-2 LTR as 

described in Material and Methods, yielding the pHil-IL-2-neo plasmid and the pHi2-IL-

2-neo plasmids. The transcriptional activator tat was introduced into the plasmid under 

the control of the CMV promoter resulting in pHil-IL-2-neo-C-tat and pHi2-n^-2-neo-C-

tat plasmids. The presence of the tat gene should enhance the transcriptional activity of 

the LTR resulting in more gene product. Since the presence of two independent 

promoters on the same plasmid, in addition to a selectable marker, is a relatively new 

idea, the optimal orientation of the two transcriptional units had to be determined. Thus, 

in the plasmid pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat/Reverse, the CMV-TAT transcriptional unit was 

cloned in the opposite direction to the pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmid. Therefore, in the 

pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmid the HIV LTR and the CMV promoter units were in the 

head-to-tail orientation, while in the pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-Tat/Reverse plasmid the HIV LTR 

and the CMV promoter units were in the head-to-head direction. Also, plasmid size has 

been known to play a role in gene expression, such that smaller plasmids demonstrate 

better transfection efficiency and thus, higher gene expression (88). Two plasmids, pHil-

IL-2 -C-tat and pHi2-IL-2-C-tat, were constructed to test this hypothesis by deleting the 

entire SV40-neomycin transcriptional unit of the parent plasmid which decreased the 

plasmid size by 2 kb. 

Figure 1 diagrammatically represents each of the plasmids constructed. These 

plasmids were tested for IL-2 production by transfecting each one into the human colon 

carcinoma cell line, SW480, using the lipid DOSPER. Since the amount of IL-2 secreted 

from the transfected cells should be a measure of plasmid activity, the total number of 
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plasmid molecules transfected per cell was kept constant. The micrograms of DNA 

transfected were kept constant by the addition of carrier DNA, which does not contain 

any transcriptional units. Supematants were harvested from cells 24 hours after 

transfection and assayed for IL-2 activity by ELISA. The results of these analyses are 

shown in Figure 2. Compared to CMV-IL-2 (16 lU/ml), the SRa-IL-2 (18 lU/ml) 

plasmid produced only slightly higher levels of lL-2. The highest level of lL-2 (441 

lU/ml) was obtained from the pHi2-Q^-2-neo-C-tat plasmid that had the IL-2 gene under 

the control of the HIV-2 LTR and the tat gene under the control of the CMV promoter. 

The pHil-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmid also produced higher levels of IL-2 (174 lU/ml) than 

the CMV-IL-2 plasmid, but less than the plasmid utilizing the HIV2 LTR as the 

promoter. The orientation of the two independent transcriptional units was also 

important, as both transcriptional units needed to be transcribed in the same orientation 

with respect to each other for maximal IL-2 gene expression. That is, when the 

transcriptional orientation of both units were in an opposing orientation there was a 

significant decrease in the total amount of IL-2 (15 lU/ml) produced. Surprisingly, 

excision of the SV40-neo transcriptional unit decreased IL-2 production (363 lU/ml). It 

was an interesting finding that the presence of the S V40 promoter upstream of the CMV 

promoter enhanced transcriptional activity of the downstream CMV promoter. 

From these studies it seemed that the ideal plasmid vector for gene therapy 

should have a strong promoter driving the gene of interest, and a transcriptional activator 

of that promoter expressed on the same plasmid in the same transcriptional orientation as 

the first promoter. The presence of additional transcriptional enhancers upstream of the 
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promoter might help increase promoter activity. 

pCI-IL-2-iieo 

pSR-alpha-IL-2 

pHil-a<-2-neo-C 

pHil-IL-2-iieo-C-TAT 

pHil-IL-2-C 

CMV IL-2 pA SVneo 

SR-alpha IL-2 pA 

HIVI IL-2 pA SVneo CM pA 

HIVI IL-2 pA SVneo CMV TAT pA 

HIVI IL-2 pA CMV pA 

pHil-IL-2-C-TAT HIVI IL-2 pA CMV TAT pA 

pHi2-n,-2-neo-C HIV2 IL-2 pA SVneo CMV pA 

pHi2-IL-2-iieo-C-TAT HIV2 IL-2 pA SVneo CMV TAT pA 
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pHi2-IL-2-C-TAT/rev HI^ IL-2 pA pA TAT Av 

Fignre 1: Diagraminatic representation of the different IL-2 constructs. 

CMVs cytomegalovirus promoter; HIV1= HIVI Long Terminal Repeat region; 

HIV2s HIV2 Long Terminal Repeat region; pA= polyadenylation signal; S Vneos SV40 

promoter driving neomycin gene; TATs transcriptional activator taL The arrows indicate 

the direction of transcription. 
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Figure!: IL*2 productioo in SW480 cells is dependent upon promoter clioice and 

transcriptionai orientation. 

Data are reptesented as lU/ml of 0^-2 for 10* cells. Each data point is an average of a 

triplicate experiment and error bars represent standard deviations. The symbol * 

represents p values < 0.05. 
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Based on the previous results and the finding that the pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat and pHil-IL-

2-neo-C-tat plasmids produced the highest levels of IL-2, similar piasmids with multiple 

cloning sites were constructed. Plasmid vectors with either the HIV 1 or the HIV 2 LTR 

followed by a multiple cloning site that permitted cloning of any gene of interest into the 

plasmid were constructed. Both plasmids contained the tat gene expressed under the 

CMV promoter and the neomycin gene under the control of the SV40 promoter. To test 

these new constructs the IL-2 gene was cloned into the EcoRl site under the control of 

either the HIVl or the HIV 2 LTR. Secretion of IL-2 however, is not indicative of gene 

transfer rates. To assess transfection efficiencies, the EGFP (Enhanced Green 

Fluorescence Protein) gene was also cloned into the multiple cloning site of these HIV 

LTR based vectors. Percent GFP positive cells were measured by flow cytometry to 

determine if differences in IL-2 secretion observed were due to di^erences in transfection 

efficiencies. 

The IL-2 plasmids and the EGFP plasmids were transfected individually into two 

different human cell lines; AS49 (a human lung carcinoma) and MCF-7 (a human breast 

carcinoma cell line). Supematants were collected 24 hours after transfection to measure 

IL-2 secretion, and the cells were harvested to assess EGFP fluorescence by flow 

cytometry as a measure of transfection efGciency. Figure 3 shows the IL-2 data obtained 

from these experiments, while Hgure 4 represents the flow cytometry data for the EGFP 

transfections. Higher levels of IL-2 were achieved by the pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat (357 

lU/ml) and pHil-IL-2-neo-C-tat (182 lU/ml) plasmids compared to the CMV-IL2 (18 
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lU/ml) plasmid after transfection of A549 cells. These results demonstrated the same 

trend as the data obtained earlier (see Figure 2) where high levels of IL-2 were obtained 

from plasmids containing either the HIVl LTR and tat gene or the HIV2 LTR and tat 

gene, as compared to the CMV-IL-2 plasmid. The EGFP flow cytometry data indicated 

that the three different plasmids had similar transfection efficiencies (around 70%) in 

each cell line. Thus, the differences observed in the IL-2 levels must therefore have 

resulted from differences in promoter activity. 
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MCF-7 

H2IL-2 CMV tat HI IL-2 CMV-tat CMV IL-2 

AS4Q 

H-2IL-2 CMVtat HI IL-2 CMV-tat CMV-IL-2 

Figure 3: IL-2 levels secreted by transfectcd MCF-7 and A549 cells. 

Data represent the IL-2 production in lU/ml from 1x10' MCF-7 and 1x10* A549 cells 

transfectcd with either the pHillL-2-CMV-TAT, pHi2IL-2-CMV-TAT or the CMV-IL2 

plasmid. Data is representative of three different experiments. 
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Figure 4: Flow cytometric analysis of EGFP expression in transfected A549 cells. 

Data are presented as percent EGFP expression in A549 cells transfected with either the 

pCI-EGFP, the pHil-EGFP or the pHi2-EGFP plasmid. 
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In order to test the constructs in vivo a murine tumor system was utilized. Two 

murine cell lines, B16 (a murine melanoma cell line) and 4T1 (a murine mammary 

carcinoma cell line), were selected for testing. The tumor cells were transfected with the 

CMV and HIV LTR containing plasmids and IL-2 levels were measured 24 hours post-

transfection. As shown in Figure 5, higher levels of IL-2 were obtained from the pHIV2 

IL-2 plasmid (140 pg/ml IL-2 in B16 cells and 136 pg/ml in 4T1 cells) than from the 

CMV IL-2 plasmid (14 pg/ml IL-2 in B16 cells and 18.5 pg/ml in 4T1 cells), indicating 

that the HTV promoter and tat gene were active in these murine cell lines. The IL-2 levels 

obtained from pHTVl IL-2 (60 pg/ml IL-2 in B16 cells) were also higher than IL-2 levels 

from the CMV IL-2 plasmid, but lower than ceUs transfected with the pHIV2 IL-2 

plasmid (tested in B16 cells). 

Based on these results, in vivo studies were conducted. The aim was to observe 

the efrect of high levels of IL-2 on tumor growth. To accomplish this, B16 cells were 

transfected with either the CMV-IL-2 or the HrV2-IL2 plasmid and neomycin-resistant 

clones were obtained 14 days after selection with G418. The clones were assayed for IL-

2 levels by ELIS A. Figure 6 shows four representative clones and the IL-2 levels secreted 

over 48 hours of culture. Clone B-10 (9.6pg/ml), which was transfected with the CMV 

promoter driving the IL-2 gene, and clone BB-15 (165pg/ml), which contains the HIV2 

LTR driving the IL-2 gene and the CMV promoter driving the tat gene, were selected for 

further testing based on the IL-2 levels. Parental, untransfected B16 cells were used as a 

control. A total of 0.5x10' cells of each clone were injected subcutaneously into four 

syngeneic C57BL/6 mice in the hind flank. Tumor size was measured for 36 days. Figure 

7 shows the average tumor growth in each group of mice over time. The results 
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demonstrated that tumor cells transfected with the highest IL-2 producing clone, BB-15 

(B16 cells transfected with HrV2 IL-2 plasmid) showed slower tumor growth, although it 

did not prevent tumor development. The tumor sizes were smaller for B-10 injected mice 

(B16 cells transfected with CMV-IL-2 plasmid) than mice injected with the parental B16 

tumor. Mice injected with the BB-15 cells had smaller tumors than the mice injected with 

the B-IO cells. On day 18 after injection, the average tumor size for the B16 injected 

group was 327mm^, while the average tumor size of the B-10 group was 119mm^ and that 

of the BB-15 group was 41nun\ There was a slower onset of tumor growth in this group 

as compared to the parental or the CMV-n.-2 plasmid transfected cells. Measurable 

tumor mass was detected on day 14 for the BB-15 and B-IO mice, as compared to the 

B16 tumor cell group, where tumor mass was measurable by day 9. 

Survival time for each group of mice was also calculated. Figure 8 shows the 

mean survival time for each group of injected mice. There was an increase in survival 

time in mice that had been injected with tumor cells transfected with the HIV2 IL-2 

plasmid (BB-15) as compared to the group of mice injected with either the parental B16 

or the group of mice injected with the clone B10. One hundred percent of the mice from 

the B16 group survived until day 15 after injection, while 100% of the mice were alive 

from the B-10 group until day 25. 100 percent of mice injected with the BB-15 clone 

were alive until day 34. 
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Figure 5: IL-2 production from transfected a) B16 and b) 4T1 cells. 

1x10' B16 and 4T1 cells were each transfected with the plasmids indicated above. 

Supematants were analyzed 48 hours after transfection for 0.-2 levels by ELIS A and are 

reported as pg/ml 0.-2. The symbol * represents p values < 0.5. 
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Figure 6: IL-2 production from selected B16 clones. 

Clones B-4 and B-10 were transfected with the CMV-IL-2 plasmid while clones BB-15 and 

BB-24 were transfected with the HIV2 LTR IL-2 plasmid. Supematants from the clones were 

assayed for IL-2 production by EUSA and data are shown as pg/ml IL-2 per 1x10' cells. The 

data are an average of three experiments and the error bars represent the standard deviation. 

The symbol * represents p values < 0.05. 
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Figure 7: Tumor size (min^) in C57BL/6 mice. 

Three groups of C57BL/6 mice were injected with either B16 cells, clone B-10 or clone 

BB-15. Each group consisted of four mice. Average tumor sizes of the four mice are 

shown in mm*. The error bars represent the standard deviation within a group. The 

symbol • represents p values < 0.05. 
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Figure 8: Survival curves of B16, B-10 and BB-15 injected C57BL/6 mice. 

Three groups of four mice were injected with either B16, B-10 or BB-15 tumor cells. The 

data shows the survival curves of the mice as percent survival. 
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Design and characterization of an inducible vector 

Expression vectors that can be induced to express therapeutic genes at required 

times would be advantageous in gene therapy. A promoter that is inducible by different 

cancer therapies (e.g. gamma-irradiation, hyperthermia and chemotherapy) would allow 

for a combinatorial approach to therapy and allow for easier integration of gene therapy 

with existing cancer therapies. 

The HSP-MCS plasmid (Figure 9) was generated by replacing the 

cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter of pcDNA3 (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) with a 

BamHI-Hind HI firagment of the human HSP70B promoter obtained from the pl730R 

plasmid (StressGen, Victoria, EC). The full-length HSP70B promoter was 2.3 kilobase 

pairs (Kb) in size, while the BamHI-Hindlll fragment of the promoter was 400 bp in size. 

Use of the promoter fragment resulted in a smaller vector, which was advantageous for 

further cloning. The HSP-MCS plasmid also contained a neomycin-selectable marker that 

can be useful for in vitro research. The HSP-MCS vector has a large multiple cloning site 

which facilitated the cloning of genes into the vector. Thus, the newly constructed HSP-

MCS vector had many advantages over the pl730R plasmid. Three different reporter 

genes were cloned into the multiple cloning site of the plasmid; the beta-galactosidase 

gene, the JL-2 gene and the EGFP gene (as described in Materials and Methods). The 

HSP-MCS plasmid containing the beta-galactosidase gene was evaluated for its ability to 

be induced by heat shock treatment. The human colon carcinoma cell line SW480, was 

transfected with the plasmid by the lipofection technique as described in Materials and 

Methods. 
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Figure 9: Diagraminatic representation of the heat inducible piasmid, HSP-MCS. 

The plasmid HSP-MCS contained a 4S1 bp fragment of the HSP70B promoter and a 

large multiple cloning site. It also contained the neomycin gene driven by the SV40 

promoter. 



Twenty-four hours after transfection the cells were heated to 42°C for one hour. Twenty-

four hours after the heat shock treatment the cells were stained for P-gal gene expression. 

The conunercially available plasmid pl730R that expresses P-gal under the control of 

the full-length HSP promoter was used as a positive control. The analyses (Table 1) 

revealed that P-gal gene expression did not occur at 37°C for either pl730R-transfected 

cells or HSP-P-gal-transfected cells. Whereas, 24 hours after treatment at 42''C, the 

pl730R-transfected cells and HSP-P-gal-transfected cells stained positive for P-gal 

expression (27% and 23% respectively). These results indicated that the 400 bp 

BamHI /Hind m fragment of the HSP70B promoter maintained the ability to be induced 

by heat shock. 

The promoter strength of this inducible expression vector was also tested. The 

cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (one of the most commonly used gene promoters) was 

used for comparison. The IL-2 gene was cloned into the EcoRI site of the multiple 

cloning site of the HSP-MCS vector. The HSP-IL-2 plasmid and the CMV-IL-2 plasmid 

were transfected into MCF-7 (human breast carcinoma) cells with the lipid Novafector 

(VennNova, Pompano Beach, FL). Twenty-four hours after transfection the cells were 

heated at 42°C, and 24 hours after heat treatment culture supematants were collected and 

assayed by ELISA for IL-2 secretion. Results of these experiments (Figure 10) showed 

that the cells transfected with the CMV-IL-2 vector produced 31 lU/ml of IL-2, while the 

cells transfected with the HSP-IL-2 vector upon heat treatment produced 67 lU/ml of 

IL-2. The results indicated that the HSP-IL-2 vector promoter was twice as strong as the 

CMV promoter when induced by heaL 
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Due to the inherent difficulty in quantitating P-gal assays, the enhanced green 

fluorescent protein (EGFP) reporter gene was cloned into the HSP-MCS plasmid to yield 

the HSP-EGFP plasmid. This plasmid could easily be detected by flow cytometry and 

was used for further experiments. MCF-7 cells were transfected with the HSP-EGFP 

plasmid by the calcium phosphate method (as explained in Material and Methods) and 

stable transfectants were selected and maintained with the antibiotic G418. Stable, as 

compared to transient, transfections were chosen in order to eliminate possible 

differences in transfection efficiencies between experiments thereby allowing 

comparisons of increases in gene expression. 

Stable transfectants of MCF-7 cells were plated overnight into 3Smm, 6 well 

tissue culture plates at a density of IxlO' cells/plate. The next day the adherent cells were 

treated with either heat (42''C, Ihour), ;<-radiation (3000 rads) or geldanamycin (an anti

leukemic drug) (1/ig/ml). Synergy of gene induction was also tested by using ;*-radiation 

and geldanamycin treatments together. Four, 24,48, and 72 hours after treatment the 

cells were harvested and assayed for EGFP expression by flow cytometry. All transfected 

cells displayed a basal level of EGFP expression. Thus, results from the cell treatments 

are shown as the percent increase in EGFP intensity over the basal level, with the basal 

level of GFP considered to be zero. Flow cytometric analyses (Figure 11) indicated that 

heat shock induced the highest level of gene expression. As early as 4 hours post-

treatment there was a 143% increase in EGFP expression above the basal level. The 

maximal level of EGFP expression was observed at 24 hours after heat treatment, after 

which time it declined slightly. Geldanamycin was also observed to induce the HSP 
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promoter, with EGFP intensity increased to 108% above background at 24 hours post-

treatment. Gamma-radiation also induced the HSP promoter, although to a weaker extent 

than geldanamycin treatment. The highest level of gene expression post-radiation 

treatment was seen at 272 hours with an increase of 54% over background levels. 

The time course for induction of EGFP expression by both geldanamycin and 

Y-radiation treatments differed from that of heat-shock treatment. Western blots were 

performed on the treated cells at each time point to quantitate HSP72/73 production. As 

each of the treatments theoretically induced EGFP expression via the HSP promoter, each 

treatment should have induced an increase in cellular heat shock proteins. Western blot 

analyses (Figure 12) for HSP72/73 expression indicated that all three treatments (heat, 

radiation and geldanamycin) induced the HSP72/73 proteins. AT 4 hours post-treatment 

HSP 72/73 production was induced to similar levels by heat geldanamycin treatment. 

However, at 24 hours post-treatment and thereafter, treatment with geldanamycin induced 

higher levels of HSP72/73 expression. Ganoma-radiation also induced HSP72/73 protein 

expression at 4 hours post-treatment, but the levels were not significant at the later time 

points. 
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Percent P-gal positive cells at; 

Plasmid 3TC 42°C 

pl730R 0% 27% 

HSP-P-gal 0% 23% 

Table 1: Inducible gene expression by a 451bp fragment of the human HSP 70B 

promoter. 

pl730R or HSP-P-gal plasmid transfected SW480 cells were maintained either at 37°C 

or heated at 42'*C for 60 min and stained for P-gal expression 24 h later. Data shown 

above indicate percent of cells that stained positive for P-gal expression. Data shown is 

representative of three experiments. 
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• CMV IL-2 HHSP- IL-2 no heat BHSP IL-2 heat 

Figure 10: Comparision of HSP vector promoter strength . 

Culture supematants from MCF-7 cells transfected with either the CMV IL-2, HSP-IL-2 

or the HSP-IL-2 plasmids were assayed for IL-2 production by ELIS A. Data are shown 

as U/ml of IL-2 per 10' cells. The error bars represent the standard deviations within 

triplicate measurements. The symbol * represents p values < 0.05. 
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Figure 11: Quantitation of GFP expression after treatment of MCF-7 cells. 

a) Mean florescence channel (MFC) of EGFP expression following treatment with heat, 

radiation or chemotherapy, b) MFC units were converted into increase in percent intensity 

above background intensity (which was considered to be zero). The conversion was done 

on the basis that an increase of 75 units in MFC corresponds to a doubling in intensity of GFP. 

The symbol * represents p values < 0.05. 
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Figure 12: Western Immunoblot analysis of EKiP72/73. 

a)Westero Immunoblot results for HSP72/73 protein expression after treatment with either 

heat, radiation or chemotherapy. Lanes 3-6 are the 4 hr time points, lanes 7-10 are the 24 hr 

time points. Lanes 11-14 are the 48 hr time points and lanes 15-18 are the 72 hr time points. 

b) Densitometry values of Western Immunoblots at the indicated time points. Data are 

presented as the increase in optical density for each measurement 
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Construction and characterization of a iiiglily inducible gene vector. 

Previous results (Fig. 2 and Fig. 10) showed that the levels of IL-2 gene expression obtained 

from the inducible vector, pHSP-IL-2 (87 lU/ml IL-2), were significantly less than levels 

obtained from the pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmid (441 lU/ml IL-2). In order to obtain a higher 

level of gene expression from the inducible plasmid, the HSP-MCS plasmid was modified. 

Making use of the previously described amplifier strategy, the reporter gene IL-2 was cloned 

under the control of the HIV2 LTR promoter. The transcriptional activator of the HIV LTR, 

the tat gene, was cloned under the control of the heat shock promoter (Figure 13). This vector 

was created by the replacement of the CMV promoter in the pHi-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmid, 

with the 451 bp HSP fragment. This combination, HSP driving tat gene expression and HIV2 

LTR promoter driving IL-2 gene expression, should allow for high levels of inducible gene 

expression. 

This new vector was tested for gene expression levels of IL-2. MCF-7 cells were 

transfected with the HIV 2 IL-2 HSP-tat plasmid using the lipid DMRIE-C. Control 

transfections with the CMV-IL-2 and pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmids were also performed. 

Transfected cells were treated with heat (42'*C for 60 minutes) 24 hours after transfection. 

Culture supematants were harvested at 24,48 and 72 hours after transfection. IL-2 levels 

were measured by ELIS A. Figure 14a demonstrates that the HIV2 IL-2 promoter was 4-S 

fold stronger than the CMV promoter at all three time points. The pHIV2 IL-2 HSP-tat 

plasmid, when not heat-treated (39S lU/ml IL-2), also produced higher levels of gene 

expression than the CMV promoter (111 lU/ml). However, 24 hours after heat treatment 

there was a 4 fold increase in IL-2 levels (1620 lU/ml IL-2) as compared to the non-heat 
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treated cells (395 lU/ml IL-2). The IL-2 levels decreased to baseline levels (i.e, to levels of 

the non-heated cells) 48 hours after heat treatment. As compared to the CMV promoter (111 

lU/ml IL-2), heat treatment of the pHiV2-IL-2-HSP-tat transfected cells (1620 lU/ml IL-2) 

produced 16-fold more IL-2 at 24 hours. 

An inducible plasmid would also be advantageous if it could be induced several days 

after transfection or if it could be induced multiple times. The CMV promoter has been 

reported to "shut down" after a few weeks in vivo (105). Further, in vitro gene expression 

levels are often reduced within 5 days of CMV plasmid transfection. An inducible promoter 

ideally, upon stimulation after a few days of transfection, should be able to express the 

reporter gene once again. To test the above hypothesis, SW480 cells were transfected with 

the CMV IL-2, pHIV2-IL-2-HSP-tat and pHi2-IL-2-neo-C-tat plasmids using the lipid 

DMRIE-C. Supematants were harvested every 24 hours for up to 168 hours (i.e., 7 days). 

Transfected cells were treated with heat at 24 hours after transfection and again at 144 hours 

(6 days) after transfection. Heat treatment consisted of exposure to 42''C for 60 minutes. 

Figure 14b shows that upon heat treatment, the HIV2 -IL-2 HSP-tat plasmid. 

containing cells produced more IL-2 twenty-four hours after heat treatment (1292 lU/ml IL-

2) as compared to non-heat-treated (672 lU/ml IL-2) and the CMV-IL-2 transfected cells 

(153 lU/ml IL-2). Interestingly, by 144 hours post-transfection, the IL-2 levels from the 

CMV-IL-2 (21 lU/ml IL-2) transfected cells were barely detectable, and the IL-2 levels of 

the HIV2-IL-2-HSP-tat plasmid transfected cells (424 lU/ml IL-2) returned to levels seen 

with transfected but non-heat-treated ceils. Upon heat treatment at 144 hours, IL-2 levels 24 

hours (i.e., the 168 hour supematants) of H1V2-IL-2 HSP-tat plasmid transfected cells (856 
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lU/ml IL-2) showed a significant increase as compared to non-heat-treated (444 lU/ml IL-2) 

or CMV-IL-2 transfected cells (29 lU/ml IL-2). IL-2 levels from HIV2-IL-2-HSP-tat plasmid 

transfected cells were 28 times higher than from those cells transfected with CMV-IL-2 and 

twice as high as compared to the IL-2 levels from HIV2-IL-2 HSP-tat plasmid transfected but 

non-heat-treated cells. 
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Figure 13: Diagranmiatic representation of tiie pHIV2-IL-2-HSP-tat plasmid. 

The plasmid pHIV2-IL-2-HSP-tat contains the 451 bp fragment of the HSP70B promoter 

driving tat gene expression, and the HIV2 LTR driving the IL-2 gene expression. It also 

contains the neomycin gene driven by the S V40 promoter. 
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Figure 14: IL-2 levek (lU/ml) obtained from HSP promoter transfected MCF-7 

cells. 

IL-2 levels (lU/ml) from MCF-7 cells transfected with plasmids as indicated, a) Cells 

were heat-treated (HS) at 24 hours after transfection. b) IL-2 levels (lU/ml) firom MCF-7 

cells. Cells were heat-treated at 24 hours and 144 hours after transfection. Data is 

representative of three different experiments. 
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Increased transfection efficieiicy into target cells. 

The rate of DNA integration into the genome following lipid-mediated transfection is 

relatively low as compared to other methods, such as retroviral systems (lOS). In order to 

increase integration rates in lipid transfected cells, they were subjected to a mild heat shock of 

42**C for 10 min. Human cell lines used for this study included A549, MCF-7 and SW480, 

representing human lung, breast, and colon carcinoma cell lines, respectively. The murine cell 

lines included 4T1 and B16 cells. The cells were transfected using DMRIE-C with the plasmid 

pCMV-EGFP-1 containing the neomycin gene under the control of the SV40 promoter. Four 

hours after transfection the cells were subjected to heat at 42°C for 10 minutes. Cells were then 

incubated for 24 hours at 37°C after which the cells were either harvested for flow cytometric 

analysis to measure transient transfection efficiencies (Figure 15) or for colony plating to 

enumerate stable integration rates (Figure 16). The flow cytometric results indicated that a 20-

70% increase in transient transfection efficiencies were observed as compared to the unheated 

cells in all cell types. The 4T1 cell line showed a 70% increase in EGFP expression, while the 

other cell lines showed an increase of 20-30 % in EGFP expression, which although modest was 

still a significant increase. As shown in Figure 16, the number of stable colonies obtained was 

also higher in cells that had been treated with heat as compared with the control cultures. Stable 

colonies were determined by culturing cells for 14 days in the presence og G418. In all five cell 

lines tested, there was an increase in stable integration rates ranging from a S0-1(X)% increase in 

stable colonies compared to control cells. A 10 minute treatment at 42°C led to a 90% increase 

in the number of G418-resistant colonies for SW480 cells. For A549 cells there was an increase 
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of approximately 96% in the number of G418-resistant colonies while for MCF-7 ceils there was 

an.increase of 55% in G418-resistant colonies. The murine cell line B16 showed a 108% increase 

in stable colonies as compared to a 52% increase for 4T1 cells. Cell viability were also measured 

by trypan blue staining. Viability after the 42°C heat treatment for 10 min. was observed to be 

greater than 90% for all cell lines. This data indicated that the treatment was non-toxic to the 

cells. 
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100 1 

B-16 4Tl MCF-7 SW480 A549 

• No heat treatment BHeat at 42C, lOmin 

Cell Line Percent increase in # of cells positive for EGFP 

B16 19 

4T1 70 

MCF-7 26 

SW480 33 

A549 20 

Figure IS: Increase in transient transfection rates by iieat sliock. 

a) Increases in transient transfection efficiencies as measured by EGFP expression. Error 

bars represent standard deviations from 3 experiments, b) Percent increase in the number 

of EGFP-positive cells after heat shock. The symbol * represents p values < 0.05. 
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60 

I No heat shock 
I Heat shock e42C 

B-16 4TI MCF-7 SW480 AS49 

b) 
CeU Line Percent Increase in number of stable colonies 

B16 108 

4T1 52 

MCF-7 
* 

55 » 

SW480 9^ * 

A549 96 

Figure 16: Increased stable integration rates after lieat shock. 

Increase in stable integration of different cell lines a) Increase in the number of G4I8 

resistant colonies, b) Percent increase in stable colonies for each cell line. The percent 

increase was calculated as no. of colonies at 42®C - number of colonies at 37°C X 100 

number of colonies at 37''C 
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RESULTS- PART n 

SPECIFIC REDIRECTION OF T-CELLS 

Characterization of hybridomas and identification of the T-cell receptors. 

To demonstrate that peripheral T-cells can be modified to express a transgenic T 

cell receptor (TCR), two T-cell hybridomas were used as a source of T-cell receptors. 

The MF2.2D9 and B3Z hybridomas are CD4 ^ and CDS respectively. The hybridomas 

were constructed using the fusion partner BWS147, a murine T-cell leukemia cell line. 

Both of these hybridomas are specific for the tumor cell line M05, which is a B16 tumor 

cell line that has been transfected with an OVA peptide which is expressed in a H 2**-

restricted marmer (82). 

The specificity of each hybridoma for MOS tumor cells was confirmed by 

functional analyses. Hybridomas expressing OVA specific T cell receptors should be 

stimulated upon culture with MOS tumor cells. Thus, MF2.2D9 T-cells were cultured 

with MOS cells for 3 days, the supernatant harvested and assayed for IL-2 levels by 

ELJSA. Similarly, B3Z cells were cultured with MOS cells and after 3 days stained for 

beta-galactosidase expression. Figure 17a shows that upon culture of MF2.2D9 with 

MOS tumor cells, IL-2 was secreted indicating activation of the hybridoma. No IL-2 

secretion was seen upon culture of MF2.2D9 with parental 816 cells that do not express 

OVA peptides, or with unstimulated MF2.2D9 cells. MHC class II expression of MOS 

was not tested. The parental cell line, B-IS weakly expresses MHC class n and it is 
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possibile that MOS cells may weakly express MHC class n molecules too thus, able to 

present antigen to the MF2.2D9 T-cell hybridoma. Culture of B3Z T-cells with 

MOS tumor cells led to the production of P-galactosidase as seen in Figure 17b, 

indicating its activation. No P-gal production was seen upon culture of B3Z T cells with 

parental B16 cells or by unstimulated B3Z cells, indicating that the hybridoma was 

speciHc for the OVA peptides. 

After confirmation of antigen specificity, identification of the T- cell antigen 

receptors expressed by each hybridoma was performed. mRNA firom one million cells of 

each hybridoma was isolated and reverse-transcribed to cDNA for use in a polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) to identify the variable region gene families. Twenty family -

specific PCR reactions were performed with each reaction containing a specific family 

primer pair (See Appendix B for details). PCR products were analyzed on an agarose gel 

for identification. The products were also sequenced for additional verification of the 

Va/Vp family members and for verification of productive TCR rearrangement of the 

CDR3 region. Results(Figure 18) from the PCR analyses demonstrated that MF2.2D9 

expressed PCR products for the V-alpha 2 and V-alpha 16 families, along with a faint 

band for V-alpha 4 being observed. For the V-beta family, V-beta 5.2 and V-beta 11 

families were identified. The V-alpha 16 and V-beta 5.2 genes are derived from the 

hybridoma fusion partner, BW5147 (personal communications. Dr. Doug Lake; also see 

results from the B3Z hybridoma) and were thus eliminated from further analysis. 

Sequence analysis of the V-alpha 16 product demonstrated that it was a pseudogene 

(Table 2). Sequence determination of the V-alpha 2 and V-beta 11 bands confirmed the 



family analysis and demonstrated that each CDR3 region had a productive 

rearrangement. Thus, the MF2.2D9 T cell hybridoma expressed a TCR belonging to the 

Va-2 and Vp-11 family. 
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Figure 17: Analysis of the antigen specificity of the MOS tumor cell specific T cell 
hybridomas. 

Antigen specificity of the T cell hybridomas was analyzed by a) IL-2 production upon 

stimulation of MF2.2D9 (MF) cells b) P-gal expression upon stimulation of B3Z cells. 

Data are representative of triplicate experiments. The error bars represent the standard 

deviation. The symbol * represents p values < O.OS. 
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Similarly for B3Z, Va 13 and Va 16 bands were detected and for the beta chain Vp 1 

and Vps.2 chains were observed (Figure 19). As Va 16 and Vps.2 genes are derived 

from the BWS147 fusion partener, the B3Z TCR was determined to belong to the Va 13 

and Vp 1 families. Sequence determination of the Va 13 and Vpi bands confirmed the 

PGR analyses and demonstrated that each CDR3 region had a productive rearrangement. 

The other lower bands observed in the gel analysis are PCR artifacts, such as primer 

dimers and not bands of expected size. 

Confirmation of surface TCR expression by flow cytometry was possible only for 

the vp 11 gene expressed on MF2.2D9 (Figure 20). No commercially available antibodies 

exist for the Vpi and Val3 TCR chains. A Va 2 antibody was commercially available, 

but demonstrated high levels of non-specific antibody binding to multiple cell lines, even 

those negative for the Va 2 TCR. 
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a) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 M M 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 M 

b) M 1 2 3 4 S.l S.2 6 7 8 9 10 M 

Figure 18: Agarose gel analyses of PCR products from tiie MF2.2D9 TCR screening. 

PCR screening of MF2.2D9 T cell hybridoma. The numbers represent the different 

V-region families, M stands for size marker, a) TCR-alpha PCR screen b) TCR-beta 

PCR screen. 
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Ml 2 3 4 5.1 5.2 6 7 8 9 10 M M 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 M 

Figure 19: Agarose gel analyses of PCR products ffrom the B3Z TCR screening. 

PCR screening for B3Z T cell hybtidoma. The numbers represent the different V-region 

families, M stands for size marker a) TCR-alpha PCR screen b) TCR-beta PCR screen. 
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Figure 20: Cell surface expression of Vpil on MF2.2D9 by flow cytometry. 

MF2.2D9 cells were stained with anti-Vpi l-FTTC antibody. Positively stained 

cells are seen in the lower right quadrant. Control cells without staining is shown. 
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MF2^D9 : V-alpha 2 J-alpha 25 
V-region | 

^gca gca |agt ece ggg aca eec aat acc gga aaa ctc ate ttt gga ctg ggg aca act tta caa gtg caa 

A A  S A G T  G N T G K L I F G L G T T L Q V Q  

I Constant cca cae ate egg aac cc^ gga cet ^ 

P D I R N P E P 

B3Z:  ̂

V-region 
geaagt 

^alpha 13 

gae ggg age agt ggc aae aag etc ate ttt gga att ggg aet ctg ctt tct gte aag cca aae 

^ A S 

ate cag 

I Q 

D G 

aae cca 

N P 

S S G N K L I  F G I G T L L S V K P N  

gga cet Constant 
E p • region 

MF2.2D9 and B3Z : V-alpha 16 

agg eat ggg cca taa cag aat ctt ctt tgg tga tgg gae gca get 

R H  G Q » Q  N L L W »  

Table 2: Amino acid sequence and protein translation of the V-J-C region of the 

TCR Va genes for each T cell hybridoma. 

bi the amino acid sequence above the arrows indicate the variable (V) region and the 

constant (C) region. The underlined nucleotides belong to the J-region along with 

nucleotides from N-terminal diversity. The symbol (*) represents a stop codon. 
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MF2^D9: V-beU 11 J-beta 22 

Variable region 

age tta ̂  acc ggg eae etc ta ttt ggt gaa ggc tea aag etg acj^g ctg 

S  L N T G Q  L Y F G E G S  K L T  V L  C o n s t a n t  r e g i o n  

B3Z: V-beta 1 J-beta 2^ 
Constant region 

Variable region 
1 

age age cap ata act agt aac eaa gac ace eag tac ttt ggg cca ggc act egg etc ctc gtg tta gag 

S S  Q I T S N Q D T Q Y F G P G T R L L  V L B  

Table 3: Amino acid sequence and protein translation of the V-DJ-C of the TCR Vp 

genes for each T ceil hybrdoma. 

In the amino acid sequence above the arrows indicate the variable (V) region and the 

constant (C) region. The underlined nucleotides belong to the J-region along with 

nucleotides resulting from N-terminal diversity. 
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Primer Design, Isolation and Cloning of Fuil-LengUi T-cell Receptor cDNA. 

Isolation of full-length T-cell receptor cDNA required the design of PCR primers 

to amplify a specific family gene from cDNA isolated from each of the hybridomas. 

Primers were designed for each V-alpha family; i.e., Va-2 and Va-13, and for each V-

beta family; i.e., Vp-1 and vp-11. Constant region primers for the TCR alpha and beta 

chains were also designed (See Appendix B for details). The S'primers were designed to 

include the signal peptide region of the cDNA for successful membrane expression of the 

TCR chains. Further, the Kozak initiation sites (ribosom- binding sites) were included to 

increase translation efficiency of the TCR genes. 

Polymerase chain amplification was performed for each of the V-alpha regions 

using the specific 5' Va primer and 3* Ca region primer. Similarly, PCR was performed 

for each of the V-bcta regions using the specific 5' Vp region and Cp region primers for 

isolation of full-length TCR cDNA. PCR products were run on a agarose gel for analysis. 

Figure 21 shows the results of the PCR reactions. The size of the PCR products for the 

four different TCR cDNAs were as expected. Each band was excised from the gel, 

cleaned and cloned into a T-vector. The T-vectors were sequenced to confirm the 

isolation of the complete cDNA. Sequence analysis revealed that each cDNA was 

correctly amplified for all four TCR chains (Figures 22-25). Each TCR cDNA included 

the start codon ATG, the signal peptide, the Vct/vp region and the Ca/CP region. Only 

one stop codon (marked with an asterik) was present at the 3'end of each constant region. 

Thus, all TCR sequences were in-firame and were the correct cDNA for each T-cell 

receptor that had been isolated. 
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a) 
Va2-Ca vpii-cp 

b) Val3-Ca 

Figure 21: PCR products for isolation of FuU-Length T ceU receptors from eacli of 

the hybridomas. 

PCR products after a) agarose gel analysis of PCR products after amplification with 

primers for isolation of full-length Va2Ca and Vpiicp TCRs b) agarose gel analysis of 

PCR products after amplification with primers for isolation of fiiil-length Val3Ca and 

VplCpTCRs. 
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1/1 31/11 
ATG GAC Mi3 ATT CTG ACA GCA TCA TTT TTT CTC CTA GGC CTT t2AC CTA GCT GGG GTG AAT 
M D K I T A S F F L L G L. K L A G V N 
CI, 21 9X/31 
GGC CAG CAG AAG •'WG AAA CAT GAC CAG CAC CAG GTG AGA CAA AGT CCC CAA TCT CTG ACA 
G Q Q K £ K H D Q Q Q V R Q S p Q S r T 
i21. •41 151/51 
cnvT TGG GGA. OGA ACC ACA GTT CTG ACC TCX: AGT TAT GAG GAC AGC ACT TTT AAC TAC 
V v; £ •J J T T V L T C S Y 2 D S T F N y 
1 31 , -61 211/71 

CCA TGC5 TAC CAA CAG TTC CCT GOG GAA GGC CCT GCA CTT CTG ATA TCC ATA CTT TCA 
P W Y c •n F P G F - P A L I, I S I L S 

li-il/Sl 271/91 
GTG •rcc •:iAT AAA AAG >3AA •3AT GGA CGA TTC ACA ACC TTC CTC AAT AAA AGG GAG AAA AAG 

s D K K E D G R F T T F L N K R E K K 
301, ' 101 331/111 
nxr TCC 'TTC; CAC ATC ATA GAC TCT CAS CCT SGA GAC TCA GCC ACC TAC TTC TCST GCA GCA 
L S L K _r I D S o P G D S A Y F A 
361 '121 391/131 

GCG 3GO /-I*— GGC AAT ACC GGA AAA CTC ATC TTT GGA CTG OGG ACA ACT TTA CAA GTG 
C A '3 T G N f G K L r F C t. n T T C Q V 
421 , 1 41 '151/151 
CAA CCA ATC C'JG AAC CCA GAA CCT GCT GTG TAC CAG TTA AAA GAT CCT OGG TCT CAG 

P n r R N P E P A V Y 0 L K D P R S Q 
4S1 • 161 511/171 
GAC AIJO ACC CTC TGC CTG TTC ACC GAC TTT GAC TCC CAA ATC AAT GTC CCG AAA ACC ATG 
D s T — L* F T D F D S c r N V P K T K 
5<l.l • 181 571/191 
rj\A TCT GGA cxx; TTC ATC ACT GAC AAA ACT GTG CTG GAC ATG AAA acT A-ltS GAT TCC AAG 
K S G A F I T 3 K T V L D M K A M D S K 
601 '•201 631/211 
AGC AAT GGG 'JTC ATT GCC •voa AGC AAC CAG ACA AGC TTC ACC TGC CAA GAT ATC TTC AAA 
S N G V I A w S N Q T 3 F T C D I =• 

661/221 691/231 
OAG ACC AAC ACC TAC ccc AGT TCA GAC GTT CCC TGT GAT GCC ACC TTG ACT GAG AAA 
E X N A T Y p S S O V P C D A T L. T V K 
721/241 751/251 
AGC TTT GAA ACA GAT ATG AAC CTA AAC TTT CAA AAC CTG TCA GTT A-TG GGA CTC CGA ATC 
S F B T D M N L N F Q N w S V M G T R I 
781/261 811/271 
CTC CTC CTC AAA OTA GCC GGA TTT AAC CTG CTC ATG AOG CTG AOG CTG TGG TCC AGT TGA 
L. L L K V A G F N w I. H T R r. W S S * 

841/281 SVl/291 
OGT CTC CAA csAcr TOA CAG AGC CTG ACT CCC AAG T 
G i:. Q c • Q S r. T p K 

Figure 22: Sequence analysis oi Va2Ja30 Ca cDNA. 

Complete amino acid sequence of the Va2Ja30 Ca TCR cDNA from the start codon 

ATG to the stop codon, TGA, marked with an asterik (*), is shown. The numbers indicate 

the number of bases and amino acid codons in the sequence. 
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1/1 31/11 
ATG OCC CCC AOG CTC CTT TTC TGT CTG GTT CTT TGC TTC TTG AGA GCA GAA CCA ACA AAT 
H A p R L L P C L V t. C P I. R A E P T N 
61/21 91/31 
OCT ac?r GTC ATC CAA ACA CCT AOG CAC AAG GTG ACA GOG AAG GGA CAA GAA GCA ACT CTG 
A G V I 0 T P R H K V T G K G <3 E A T L 
121/41 151/51 
TOG TGT GAG CCA ATT TCA GGA CAT AGT OCT GTT '1"IU TGG TAC AGA CAC ACC ATT GTG CAG 
W C E P I S G K 5 A V P W Y R Q T r V Q 
181/61 211/71 
C3GC CTG GAG TTC CTG ACT TAC TTT CGA AAT CAA GCT CCT ATA GAT GAT TCA GGG ATG CCC 
C t. E F r T Y P R N Q A P X O O S G M P 
241/81 271/91 
AAG GAA CGA TTC TCA GCT CAC ATG CCC AAT CAC TCG CAC TCA ACT CTG AAG ATC CAC ACC 
K E R p S A Q M p N Q S H S T L K I Q S 
301/101 331/111 
ACS CAA CCC CAG GAC TCA GCG GTG TAT CTT TGT OCA AOC AOC TTA AAC ACC GGG cac CTC 
T Q p Q D S A V Y L C A S s I# N T G 0 L 
361/121 391/L31 
TAC TTT GOT GAA GGC TCA AAG CTG ACA GTG CTG GAG GAT CTG AGA AAT GTG ACT CCA CCC 
Y F G E G S K L T V E D L. R N V T P p 
421/141 451/151 
AAG GTC TCC TTG TTT GAG CCA TCA AAA GCA GAG ATT GCA AAC AAA CAA AAG GCT ACC CTC 
K V 5 !• c* £ P S K A E I A N K Q K A T L 
481/161 511/171 
OTO TC3C TTG GCC AGG GGC TTC TTC CCT GAC CAC GTG GAG CTG AGC TOG TGG GTG AAT GGC 
V C t. A R G F F P D H V E L S W W V K G 
541/181 571/191 
AAG GAG GTC CAC AGT OQG GTC AOC ACG GAC CCT CAG GCC TfC AAG GAC AGC AAT TAT AGC 
K E V H S G V S T D P 0 A Y K E S K Y S 
601/201 631/211 
TAC TOC CTG AGC AGC CGC CTG AGG GTC TCT GCT ACC TTC TGG CAC AAT CCT CGA AAC CAC 
y c w S S R I. R V S A T F W H N P R N K 
661/221 691/231 
TTC CGC TOC CAA GTG CAG TTC CAT GOG CTT TCA GAG GAG GAC AAG TOG CCA GAG ooc TCA 
P R c Q V Cl F H G L S E 2 O K W P E G S 
721/241 751/251 
CCC AAA CCT GTC ACA CAG AAC ATC AGT OCA GAC GCC TOG GGC CGA GCA GAC TGT GGA ATC 
P K P V T Q K X S A E A W G R A D c G I 
781/261 811/271 
ACT TCA OCA TCC TAT CAT CAG GGG OPT CTG TCT OCA ACC ATC CTC TAT GAC ATC CTA CTG 
T S A S V H Q G V L S A T T I. Y E X L 
841/281 871/291 
GOG AAG GCC ACC CTA TAT OCT GTO CTG GTC AGT GGC CTG GTG CTG ATG GCC ATG GTC AAG 
G K A T u Y A V L V S G I* V L M A M V K 
901/301 931/311 
AAA AAA AAT TCC TGA GAC AAA CTT TTA TGC ATC CTC ACC COT TCT TC 
K K K S • D K C C I I. S R S 

Figure 23: Sequence analysis of Vbeta-lUP22Cp cDNA. 

Complete amino acid sequence of the V^-l lJp22Cp TCR cDNA from the start codon 

ATG to the stop codon, TGA, marked with an asterik (*), is shown. The numbers indicate 

the number of bases and amino acid codons in tlie sequence. 
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1/1 31/11 
ATG AAA ACA TAT GCT CCT ACA TTA TTC ATG" TTT CTA TGG CTG CMS CTG GAT GGG ATG AGC 
M K T Y A P T L F H F L W L Q L D G M S 
61/21 91/31 
CAA GGC GAG CAG GTG GAG CAG CTT CCT TCC ATC CTG AGA GTC CAG GAG GGA TCC AGT GCC 
Q G E Q V E Q L P S I L R V Q E G S S A 
121/41 151/51 
AGO ATC AAC TGC ACT TAT GAA GAC AGT GCC TCC AAC TAC TTC CCT TGG TAT AAG CAA GAA 
S I N C S Y E D S A S N Y F P W Y K Q E 
181/61 211/71 
CCT OGA GAG AAT CCT AAG CTC ATC ATT GAC ATT CGT TCA AAT ATC GAA AGA AMS CAG ATC 
P G E N P K I- I I D I R S H M E R K Q I 
241/81 271/91 
CAA GAA CTC ATC GTT TTA CTG GAT AAG AAA GCC AAA CGC TTC TCC CTG CAC ATC ACA GAC 
Q B L I V t. U D K K A K R F S L H I T D 
301/101 331/111 
ACC CAG CCT GGA GAC TCA GCC ATG TAC TTC TGT GCT GCA AGT GAC GGG AGC AGT GGC AAC 
T Q P G D S A M Y F C A A S D G S S G N 
361/121 391/131 
AAG CTC ATC TTT GGA ATT GGG ACT CTG CTT TCT GTC AAG CCA AAC ATC CAG AAC CCA GAA 
K L I P G I G T L L S V K P N I Q N P E 
421/141 451/151 
CCT GCT GTG TAC CAG TTA AAA GAT CCT CGG TCT CAG GAC AGC ACC CTC TGC CTG TTC ACC 
P A V Y Q L K D P R S Q D S T L C L F T 
481/161 511/171 
GAC TTT GAC TCC CAA ATC AAT GTG CCG AAA ACC ATG GAA TCT GGA GCG TTC ATC ACT GAC 
D P D s <3 I N V P K T M E S G A F R T D 
541/181 571/191 
AAA ACT GTG CTG GAC ATG AAA GCT ATG GAT TCC AAG AGC AAT GGG GTC ATT GCC TOG AGC 
K T V LI D M K A M O S K S H G V 1 A W S 
601/201 631/211 
AAC CAG ACA AGC TTC ACC TGC CAA GAT ATC TTC AAA GAG ACC AAC GCC ACC TAC CCC AGT 
N Q T S ? T C Q D I F K E T N A T Y p S 
661/221 691/231 
TCA GAC GTT CCC TGT GAT GCC ACG TTG ACT GAG AAA ACC TTT GAA ACA GAT ATG AAC CTA 
S D V p C O A T L T E K S F g T D H N L 
721/241 751/251 
AAC TTT CAA AAC CIG TCA GTT ATG GGA CTC CGA. ATC CTC CTG CTG AAA GTA GCC GGA TTT 
N P Q N L S V M G L R I L L L K V A G F 
781/261 811/271 
AAC CTG CTC ATG ACG CTG AGG CTG TGG TCC AGT TGA GGT CTG CAA GAC TGA CAG AGC CTG 
N L L K T L R L W S S • G L Q D Q S L 
841/281 
ACT CCC AAG T 
T P K 

Figure 24: Sequence analysis of Val3Ja25 Ca cDNA. 

Complete amino acid sequence of the Val3Ja2S Ca TCR cDNA from the start codon 

ATG to the stop codon, TGA, marked with an asterik (*), is shown. The numbers indicate 

the number of bases and amino acid codons in the sequence. 
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1/1 31/11 
ASG M3C TOC MSB CTT CIC CTC TAT OTT TGC CTA TOT CTT OTG GMW ACA OCA CIC ATS AAC 
M S C R I . I . I . Y V S Z . C I . V E T A I . M N  
61/21 91/31 
ACT AAA ATT ACT CAO TCA CCA AOA TAT CTA ASC CTS CX3A AGA ACA AAT AA6 TCT TTG GAA 
T K I T Q S P R Y I . I I . a R T N K S i ; . B  
121/41 151/51 
TOT GAG CAA CAT CTG OGA CAT AAT OCT ATS TAC TQS TAT AAA CAG AGO OCT GMO AAG CCS 
C B Q H X . G H i r A M Y M Y K Q S A B K  P  
181/61 211/71 
CCA GAG CTC ATS TFT CTC TAC AAT CTT AAA CM5 TTG ATT COA AAT GAG ACG OIG CCC AGT 
P B L M P I . Y N L K Q I . I R N B T V P S  
241/81 271/91 
CGT TTT ATA OCT GAA TQC CCA GAC AGO TCC AAG CTA CTT TEA CAT ATA TCT GCC GTIG GAT 
R P Z P B C P D S S K I . I , C , H I S A V D  
301/101 331/111 
CCA GAA GAC TCA GCT GTC TAT TTT TOT GCC AGC AGC CAG ATA ACT AST AAC CAA GAC ACC 
P B D S A V Y P C A S S Q Z T S N Q D T  
361/121 391/131 
CAG TAC TTT GOG CCA GGC ACT COG CTC CTC GTS TZA GAG GAT CTS ASA AAT GTG ACT CCA 
Q Y P G P G T R L L V I . B D I . R H V T P  
421/141 451/151 
CCC AAC GTC TCC TTS TTT GAG CCA TCA AAA OCA GAS ATT OCA AAC AAA CAA AAG GCT ACC 
P K V S X . P B P S K A B I A N K Q K A T  
481/161 511/171 
CTC GTS TGC TTS GCC AGG GSC TTC TTC CCT QMC CAC GTS GAG CTG AGC TSG TSG GTS AAT 
I . V C I . A R a P P P D H V B l . S W W V M  
541/181 571/191 
GGC AAC GAG GTC CAC AGT GSG GTC AGC ACS GAC CCT CAG GCC TAC AAG GAG ACC AAT TAT 
G K B V H S G V S T D P Q A Y K B S N Y  
601/201 631/211 
AGC TAC TQC CTS MX AGC CSC CTS AOS GTC TCT GCT ACC TTC TOG CAC AAT CCT CGA AAC 
S Y C L S S R L R V S A T P W K N P R N  
661/221 691/231 
CAC TIC CSC TGC CAA GTS CMS TTC CAT GSG CTT TCA GAG GAG GAC AAG TSG OCA GAG GSC 
H P R C Q V Q P H G I . S B B D K W P B G  
721/241 751/251 
TCA CCC AAA CCT GTC ACA CMS AAC ATC AGT OCA GAG GCC TSG GGC OGA OCA GAC TST GGA 
S P K P V T Q N Z S A B A M G R A D C G  
781/261 811/271 
ATC ACT TCA OCA TOC TAT CAT CAC GGS OTT CTS TCT OCA ACC ATC CTC TAT GAS ATC CTA 
Z T S A S Y H Q G V L S A T I I . Y B I  I .  
841/281 871/291 
CTS OSS AAG GOO ACC CTA TAT GCT GIG CTG GTC AST GGC CTG OTG CTG ATS GCC ATG GTC 
I . G K A T i ; . Y A V L V S G I . V L M A M V  
901/301 931/311 
AAC AAA AAA AAT TCC TSA GMC AAA CTT TTA TGC ATC CIG AGC COT TCT TC 
K K K N S  * D K I . L C Z L S R S  

Figure 25: Sequence analysis of Vpljp2.5 Cp cDNA. 

Complete amino acid sequence of the Vpijp2.S Cp TCR cDNA from the start codon 

ATG to the stop codon, TGA, marked with an asterik (*), is shown. The numbers indicate 

the number of bases and amino acid codons in the sequence. 
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Each TCR sequence was analyzed for the presence of restriction sites. EcoRl was 

chosen as the restriction site of choice for further cloning as it was absent in all four 

cDNAs. New PCR primers with EcoRl restriction sites at the S'and 3' ends were 

designed and all four TCR cDNAs were re-amplified by PCR with EcoRl-tagged 

primers. The PCR products were run on agarose gels, excised and cloned into T-vectors. 

All four T-vectors were digested with the restriction enzyme EcoRl and the fragments 

isolated. The four cDNAs were then individually cloned into the retroviral vector, LXSN. 

The retroviral vector LXSN contains a multiple cloning site downstream of the-Murine 

Moloney Leukema Virus (MMLV) long terminal repeat (LTR). It also contains the neo 

gene under control of the SV40 (Simian Virus 40) promoter. LXSN was also digested 

with EcoRl and the vector was de-phosphorylated to prevent re-circularization. The 

EcoRl digested vector was ligated with the EcoRl digested fragments of each TCR 

cDNA. E. coli were transformed with the ligated mixture and colonies with successfully 

ligated vectors were identified. Colonies with the correct fragments were chosen by PCR 

screening using specific TCR primers (see Appendix B). The direction of the insert was 

determined by restriction digestion analysis. Clones with inserts in the correct orientation 

were selected and expanded for isolation of the plasmid DNA. 

Construction of Single Chain T Cell Receptors. 

Recombinant T cell antigen receptors were constructed from the isolated T cell 

receptor pairs, Va2 and Vpil, from the MF2.2D9 T-cell hybridoma; and Val3 and Vpi, 

from the B3Z hybridoma as described in Materials and Methods. The signal peptide and 
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the variable regions (amino acids 1-121) of the TCR alpha chains were amplified using 

either 5' EcoRlVa2 and 3'Ca (121) G4S primers or 5" EcoRlVa 13 and 3'Ca (121) G4S 

primers, respectively (see Appendix B for details). T cell receptor beta chains were 

amplified from the first codon of the variable region to codon 245 of the constant region 

using either S'G4SVpl and 3'Cp (24S) Xhol primers or S'G4SVpi 1 and 3*Cp (245) Xhol 

primers, respectively. The universal linker (Gly4Ser)3 was added to the 5' end of each 

beta chain. A "touch-down" PGR, which decreases annealing temperatures in a stepwise 

manner, was used to amplify the TCR Va and Vpcp regions. Annealing temperatures 

were steadily decreased at a rate of 0.5°C/cycle from 58°C to 53°C for 10 cycles to obtain 

the initial products, and then fixed at 60°C for the remainder of the PGR. The variable 

regions of the a chains, EcoRl-Va2(121)-G4S and EcoRl-Val3(121)-G4S, were "soed" 

onto the 5* V-region of the beta chains, {(G4S)3 -Vp I ICP-Xhol} and {(G4S)3 -Vp ICP-

Xhol}, respectively. The soeing reaction was performed using 3 cycles of 50''C 

armealing temperature and the initially soed products were re-amplified using 5'EcoRl-

Va and 3'CP (245) Xhol primers. Figure 26 shows the agarose gel electrophoresis 

analysis of PGR products from each step. The final products were cloned into a T-vector 

and the T-vector was sequenced to confirm the proper assembly of the "sewing" reaction. 

Sequence analyses demonstrated that proper assembly of the alpha and beta chains had 

occurred (Figures 27 and 28). Thus, two 3-domain single chain TGRs (3DscTCR) had 

been successfully created. The three domain single chain T-cell antigen receptors were 

truncated upstream of the cysteine codon in the constant region of the beta chain to avoid 

homodimerization of the chains. Thus, these receptor chains are unable to associate with 
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the signal transducing molecules found in normal T-cells, such as the CD3 components 

essential for signal transduction. 
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a) 

2.11 s.o.e 
Marker Va2G,S VpilG,S Vpn(G,S), product 

13.1 s.o.e 
product Marker Val3G,S VplG,S Vpl(G,S). 

Figure 26: Agarose gel analysis of recombinant TCR products. 

Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products firom the sewing reaction of 

a) Va2 and Vp 11 b) Val3 and Vp 1. 
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x/x jiao OMC juua aoct cxo mca oci^ icx ttt t M D K X Z . T A S r r i . t . O i : . H I . X O V  •X/3X 
o o q k s k h o q q q v r q s  P O S L T  
xax/«x 

3X/XX I* 
t* t* 9X/3X o* w wn C* H 

L. 
O V X5X/SX 

MMP R Q 
I* 

s 
X TOC JW9V c s axi/Tx Tf 

r QMK 
B o V W B O a T T V X . T  xsx/cx <nc ocaw taa tsMC cjuw cms ttc cscr ooo oaa ooc oct acn, err era toc ctt icj^ 

V P W Y Q Q r P O B a P A C . I . X S  X C . S  3«X/*X 37X/9X CJTCZ <lec CBW AM MMS OM^ OWT OEM OOI^ TTC JtCA. MOC TTC CTC AAT AAA. AOS QMS AAA. AMS 
V S D K K K O O I t  F T ' r r i . N K R B K K  30X/X0X 33X/XXX CSC ICC no CMC AOC AiCA. OMC TCr CMO CCT aOA OMC TCA. OCC M3C TMC TTC TOT 003^ OCA Z . S Z . H X X D 8 Q P a O S A T Y r C A A ^  3CX/X3X asx/xax MOT oca aaa aca. ooc aat aoc ooa aaa cic atc TTT ooa cva ooo j^a aot «a caa ova 
a  A  o  T  o  M  - j r  O K t . x  r a x . o T T c . Q V  
43X/X«X v« ^ I 4SX/XSX 

A O T O M -jr O K X. X r 
X«X V|» ^ I «SX/X! CCA one ooo AAC OCX ooc aoA aoc aoA -n v o x i t H p | o o a o s  

- p*" 

O P O X R H P l o o a o s a R a o s a a  ««X/X«X 5XX/X7X r Jac CAA. ACA OCT AtOO CAC AAO (73X2 ACA OOO AAO OOA CAA OAJ O S O l V  Z Q T  P A  K K V T O K C Q  B A . T  S*X/X«X I 57X/X9X CTO Toa wr ana oca att ica ooa cat mst acT ott ttc too ti^ jmsa cms aoc att e»o X . W C B P X  S a H S A V r W Y K O T X V  S0X/30X C3X/3XX 
CAO aoc CTO OMO nc era act tmc TVT coa aat caa oct oct axa oat awr tca ooo ato 
Q a X . K P t . T y P A M Q A P Z D D S O M  C«X/33X S9X/33X OOC AAO OAA OOA TTC TCA OCT OIO ATO CCC AAT CAO TOO CMC TCA ACT CTO AM ATC CAC P R B R r S A O M P K Q S H S T l . K X Q  '73X/34X -TSX/3SX 
AOC ACX3 CAA COC CAO OAC TCA OOO OTO TAT CTT TOT OCA AOC AOC TTA AA<r ACC OOO CMS S T Q P Q D S A . V Y i : . C A S S C . M T a  
7ax/3cx axx/sTx w CTC TMC TTT OOT OAA OOC TCA AMS CTO ACA OTO CTO OMS OAT CTO AOA AAT |5x5~IBbT CCA 
X . Y P a B a S K C . T V t . B O X . R M l V T P  •«x/3ax mtx/Mx \ ooc AM OTC TOC TTO TTT OMS OCA TCA AAA OCA OMS ATT OCA AMC AAA CAA AMS OCT AOC P K V S I . P B P S R A R X A N K Q K A T  90X/30X 93X/3XX CTC OTO TOC TTO OOC AOO OOC TTC TTC CCT OMC CMC OTO OMS CTO M3C TOO TOO OTO AKT L V C b A R O P P  P D H V B C . S W W V M  9CX/33X 99X/33X OOC AMS OMS arc cac aot ooo arc moc aoo omc oct cms ooc tac ams omo aoc aat tat a R B V N S O V S T O P Q A Y R R S M Y  X03X/3«X XOSX/3SX AOC TMC TOO CTO AOC AOC OOC CTO MSB OTC TCT OCT AOC TTC TOO CMC AAT OCT OOA AMC S Y C C . S S R Z . R V S A T P M K M P R .  N  XO«X/3CX XXXX/3-7X CMC TTC OOC TOC CAA OTO CMS TTC CAT OOO CTT TCA OMO OMO GERC AMS TOG OCA OMS OOC M P R C Q V Q P K a x . S B R O K W P B O  XX«X/3«X XX7X/39X 
TCA OOC AAA OCT OTC ACA CMS AAC ATC MOT OCA OMO OOC TOO OOC OOA OCA OMC CTC OHO 
S P R P V T Q i r Z S A B A W O R A D C . B  

Figure 27: Sequence analysis off tiie 2.11 sin^e chain T-ceil receptor. 

In the above figure the nucleotide sequence and the corresponding codon symbol are 

indicated. The Va, Vp and Cp regions are marked with arrows. 
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x/r ax/xx 

K  A  K i R  W  a  X .  H  
S3X/XXk VTC Tt»r ac» OCX jmtt owe ooo jm 

r  C  A ' A  •  D  O  8  

Figure 28: Sequence analysis off 13.1 the single chain T-cell receptor. 

In the above figure the nucleotide sequence and the corresponding codon symbol are 

indicated. The Va, Vp and Cp regions ate marked with arrows. 
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To overcome this hurdle, the transmembrane to intracellular region of the murine CD3^ 

chain was ligated to the 3' end of the single chain T cell receptor. 

Initially, the transmembrane to intracellular region of the mouse CD3^ was 

amplified by PCR (88). The S* primer was designed to contain a Xhol restriction site and 

the 3* primer contained an EcoRI restriction site. The PCR product was cloned into a T-

vector. The XhoI-EcoRI fragment of the zeta chain was then isolated along with the 

EcoRI-XhoI tagged single chain T cell receptor. Both of these inserts were ligated into 

the pBlueScript plasmid in a tri-molecular ligation reaction. E. coli were transformed 

with the ligation reaction and plated on a x-gal containing plate. White colonies were 

selected as successful ligation of the insert disrupts the p-galactosidase gene in the vector, 

turning the colony white instead of blue. The clones were analyzed by restriction 

digestion for insertion of correct fragments and for direction of the insert. A successful 

tri-molecular ligation was achieved for the 2.11 single chain TCR. The entire EcoRl 

fragment (i.e., the Va2(G4S)3Vpi 1CPCD3^ ) was excised from the pBlueScript plasmid 

and inserted into the EcoRl cloning site of the LXSN retroviral plasmid. The resulting 

plasmid was used for retroviral transfection of the genes into target cells. 

Expression of fiill-length and single chain T cell receptors on target cells. 

Retroviral transfections were performed by generating retroviral supematants 

from the producer cell line 293GP (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). The producer cells contain 

the viral gag and pol genes and upon transfection of the envelope gene and the retroviral 
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plasmid, viral particles are generated. 293GP cells were co-transfected with the plasmid 

VSV-G (the envelope gene) and with the LXSN vector containing either the single chain 

TCR (2.1 lsctcr+CD3Q or the fiill -length TCR (Vp 1 and Val3). The transfection was 

performed using the calcium phosphate method (Promega Corporation. Madison, WI). 

Forty-eight and 72 hour supematants generated from the 293GP cells were added to JRT3 

cells (Jurkat, a human T-cell leukemia cell line) or BWS147 cells (a murine T-cell 

leukemia cell line). The target cells were seeded on fibronectin-coated dishes (Falcon, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ) during the transfection protocol. Seeding target cells on fibronectin-

coated dishes increase the transfection efficiency (89). Target cells were harvested 24 

hours after the addition of the 72 hour supernatant to analyze cell surface expression of 

the TCR gene product, as well as for analysis of the presence of transgenic mRNA and 

genomic DNA by RT-PCR and PCR, respectively. Cell surface expression was 

determined by staining cells with an anti-TCRp-H I C labeled antibody followed by flow 

cytometry. 

BWS 147, a murine T-cell leukemia cell line was also co-transfected with the full 

length Val3 and Vpi genes using retroviral transduction as described above. Cells were 

seeded onto fibronectin plates overnight. Forty-eight hour retroviral supematants 

generated from the Vp 1 retroviral plasmid were added onto the cells in the presence of 

polybrene. Twelve hours later the cells were centrifiiged and the retroviral supernatant 

replaced with fresh DMEM media. A similar procedure was performed for the 72 hour 

supernatant. After the removal of the 72 hour supernatant, the supematants generated 

firom 293GP cells transfected with the LXSN-Val3 plasmid were added. After the 
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removal of the 72 hour retroviral supernatant the transduced BWS 147 cells were cultured 

in DMEM media supplemented with the antibiotic G418 for selection of neomycin-

resistant cells. Neomycin-resistant cells were used for determination of gene expression 

and fimctional analysis of the receptors. Cell surface expression of the Vpl gene product 

was determined by staining the transfected BWS 147 cells with an anti-TCRp -FTTC 

labeled antibody followed by flow cytometry. Figure 29 shows the flow cytometry results 

after the antibody staining. Positive antibody staining resulted in an increase in 

florescence intensity, which was indicated by a shift in the peak florescence over that of 

the control non-transfected cells. BWS 147 cells transducted with the Val3 and Vpi 

genes and stained with FTTC labeled anti-TCRp antibody also demonstrated a positive 

shift (S2.8%) in the peak fluorescence as compared to non-stained transducted ceils and 

to mock-transfected cells stained with the antibody. These results indicated that there was 

expression of the Vpl TCR on the cell surface of BWS 147 cells (S.2.8% a)nd that the 

cells were successfully transduced. 

A source of conunercial antibody was not available to test for the cell surface 

expression of the Val3 gene product. Thus, the expression of the Val3 gene product 

was established by the presence of mRNA in the transfected cells by RT-PCR. cDNA 

was constructed from mRNA isolated from mock transfected cells and from BWS 147 

cells transfected with the TCR genes using the Oligotex Direct mRNA micro kit (Qiagen, 

Valencia, CA) as described in Materials and Methods. PCR was performed using the 

variable region and the constant region primers for Val3 and Vp 1 genes. The same 

primers (Appendix B) used earlier in the isolation of the full-length genes were used for 
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the RT-PCR. Figure 30 shows the gel analysis of the PCR assay. Bands of the correct 

size were observed for both the Val3 and the Vp 1 reactions. The bands obtained from 

the BWS147 transduced cells corresponded in size to the positive control bands 

constructed from B3Z mRNA that was obtained from the cDNA of the hybridoma cells. 
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Figure 29: Flow cytometric analysis of cell surface expression of the TCR V31 chain 

on transfected BW5147 cells. 

Val3 and Vp transfected BW5147 cells were stained with a FITC-Iabeled anti-TCRP 

antibody. The histogram in red represents the unstained B WS 147 cells. The histogram in 

green represents the mock-transfected BWS147 cells stained with the antibody. The 

histogram in blue represents the BW5147 cells transfected with the vpi and Val3 genes 

and stained with the antibody. 
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Figure 30: RT-PCR gel analysis of BW5147 cells co-transfected with Val3 and 

Vpl TCR genes. 

RT-PCR was performed on BWS147 cells transfected with Vpi and Val3 chains. 

Lane 1: RT-PCR product from B3Z cells with the Vp 1 specific primer. Lane 2 : RT-

PCR product from transfected BW5147 cells with the Vp 1 specific primer. Lane 3: RT-

PCR product from B3Z cells with the Val3 specific primer. Lane 4: RT-PCR product 

from transfected BWS147 cells with the Val3 specific primer. Lane S: RT-PCR 

product from mock transfected BWS147 cells with the Vpi specific primer. Lane 6: 

RT-PCR product from mock transfected BWS147 cells with the Val3 specific primer. 

Lane 7; No primer control. 
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The isolation of mRNA from the transfected BW5147 cells and the flow cytometry data 

for vpi suggested that the genes were successfully transcribed and possibly expressed on 

the cell surface. The cell surface expression of Val3 and Vpi chains should occur as a 

complex with the CD3 chains, thus allowing for signaling to occur upon recognition of 

antigen. 

JRT3, the human T-cell leukemia cell line, was transducted with the LXSN-

2.1 lsctcr+CD3^ plasmid using retroviral transfection as described above. Approximately 

0.1x10' JRT3 cells were seeded on fibronectin plates overnight. Forty-eight hour 

retroviral supernatant was added to the cells in the presence of polybtene. Twelve hours 

later the cells were centrifiiged and the retroviral supernatant replaced with fresh DMEM 

media. A similar procedure was performed for the 72 hour supernatant. Twelve hours 

after removal of the 72 hour supernatant, transfected JRT3 cells were harvested, washed 

with DMEM and cultured in DMEM supplemented with the antibiotic G418 for selection 

of neomycin resistant cells. Neomycin resistant cells were used for further analysis to 

determine gene expression and fimction. Gene expression was determined by staining the 

cells with an anti-TCRp -FTTC labeled antibody followed by flow cytometry. Figure 31 

shows the flow cytometry results obtained. The JRT3 cells transfected with the 2.11 

sctcr>CD3^ containing retrovirus and stained with FTTC-labeled anti-TCRp antibody had 

a positive shift (28.6%) in fluorescence as compared to non-stained cells and mock 

transfected cells stained with the antibody. These results indicated that the transduced and 

selected JRT3 cells had cell surface expression of the 2.11 single chain TCR. To confirm 

the expression of the 2.11 sctcr+CD3^ gene the presence of mRNA was tested by RT-
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PCR. No bands were obtained for 2.11 sctcr+CD3i^ mRNA expression by RT-PCR. 

Different methods of cDNA construction were attempted to solve this problem. For 

example, Thermoscript kit was utilized which allowed for cDNA construction at a higher 

temperature of SS°C, but no mRNA band was isolated. The positive PCR primer control 

for isolation of histone mRNA resulted in bands indicating that there was no error in 

mRNA isolation and cDNA construction procedures. 

The inability to isolate mRNA from the scTCR transfected ceils led to the 

decision to try to detect the presence of the plasmid itself in the neomycin resistant JRT3 

cells. This experiment was done by PCR of the 2.11 sctcr-i-CD3^ gene from genomic 

DNA of the transfected cells. Genomic DNA was isolated from the 2.11 sctcr-t-CD3^ 

transduced JRT3 cells and from mock-transduced JRT3 cells as described in Materials 

and Methods. PCR was performed with the genomic DNA using S'Voi2 and 3'CD3^ 

primers for isolation of the 2.1 lsctcr-t<nD3^ gene. Figure 32 shows the gel analysis of the 

PCR. The LXSN vector with the cloned 2.1 l-fCD3^ gene was used as a positive control. 

PCR of its genomic DNA resulted in an approximately 1600 bp size band as seen in lane 

# 7. PCR from genomic DNA of JRT3 cells transducted with the gene resulted in a 1600 

bp band that corresponded to the one obtained from the positive control, thus indicating 

that it is the 2.1 lsctcr-^CD3^ gene (lane # 6). No 1600 bp band was obtained from JRT3 

cells alone or from mock-transfected JRT3 cells. Isolation of the 2.1 lsctcr>CD3^ gene 

from genomic DNA confirmed the presence of the plasmid in the cells. 
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Figure 31: Flow cytometric analysis of cell surface expression of the 2.11 

sctcr+CDS  ̂chain on transfected JRT3 cells. 

Transfected JRT3 cells (J3) were stained with a FITC-labeled anti-TCRP antibody. The 

histogram in red represents the JRT3 unstained ceils. The histogram in green represents 

the mock-transfected JRT3 cells stained with the antibody. The histogram in blue 

represents the JRT3 cells transfected with the 2.1 lsctcr+CD3^ gene and stained with 

antibody. 
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Figure 32: PCR gel analysis off genomic DNA from JRT3 cells transfected with the 

2.11 sctcr-iCD3  ̂gene. 

PCR was performed on genomic DNA from JRT3 ceils transfected with the 2.11 

sctcr+CD3^ gene. Lane 7 is a positive control, the 1600bp 2.11 sctcr-i-CD3^ plasmid. 

The bands in lane 3,4 and 6 was obtained from the transfected JRT3 cells. Lanes I and 2 

are the negative controls of PCR from cells alone and lane S from mock-transfected 

cells, respectively. M stands for DNA marker. 
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Functional analysis of the transferred rcceptors. 

The function of the transgenic receptors was tested by culture of the transfected 

T-cells with the MOS tumor cell line. Upon co-culture, the transferred receptors should 

speciHcally recognize the target antigen on the cell surface of MOS cells, activate the 

TCR and result in secretion of interleukin-2. 

In vitro cultures were set up using BWS147 cells transfected with the Val3 and 

Vpi genes, and with JRT3 cells transfected with the 2.1 lsctcr-i-CD3^ plasmid. The 

transfected cells were cultured with either MOS or B16 tumor cells in a 24 well plate in 

DMEM media. Parental B16 cells were used as a control for receptor speciHcity since the 

B16 cell line does not express the OVA peptide. The cells were co-cultured for 48 hours 

and the supematants harvested and assayed for IL-2 production by ELISA. A positive 

control was performed by stimulating cell cultures with 2.S^g/ml of the mitogen, 

Concanvalin A. A negative control of unstimulated, transfected cells was also 

performed. Figure 33 shows the IL-2 production by BWS 147 cells transfected with the 

Val3 and vp 1 chains. Stimulation with MOS tumor cells resulted in 29 pg/ml of IL-2 

production as compared to 3.8pg/ml for BWS 147 cells alone. Stimulation with B16 cells 

induced low levels of IL-2 release (10.6 pg/ml IL-2). The IL-2 data suggested that the 

transgenic T-cell receptor (Va2 and Vpi3) had maintained the ability to recognize its 

specific peptide (its antigenic specificity) in the context of H-2''. 

Figure 34 shows the IL-2 production upon culture of JRT3 cells transfected with the 2.11 

sctcr-fCDS^ chain. Culture of the transfected JRT3 cells with MOS tumor cells resulted in 

36 pg/ml of IL-2 as compared to O.Spg/ml for cells alone. Stimulation with B16 cells 
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induced minimal JL-2 release (7pg/ml IL-2). These results indicated that the transgenic 

single chain T cell receptor had maintained the ability to recognize its specific peptide. It 

also indicated that the CD3^ ligation was successful and that signal transduction had 

successfidly occurred. 
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Figure 93: Antigen specificity of transgenic BWS147 cells. 

BWS147 cells transfected with the fiill-length Vp 1 and Val3 TCR genes were co-

cultured with either MOS or B16 tumor cells, or with the mitogen, concavalin A. Data are 

shown as JL-2 produced as measured by ELIS A. The results are reported as pg/ml of IL-

2. The experiment was done in triplicates and the error bars represent the standard 

deviation. The symbol * represents p values < 0.05. 
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Figure 34: Antigenic specificity of transgenic JRT3 cells. 

JRT3 cells transfected with the 2.1 lsctcr-iCD3^ gene were co-cultured with either MOS 

or B16 tumor cells, or with concavalin A. Data are shown as IL-2 produced as measured 

by ELIS A. The results are reported as pg/ml of IL-2. The experiment was done in 

triplicates and the error bars represent the standard deviation. The symbol * represents p 

values < 0.05. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION - Part I 

Improved Vectors for Gene Therapy for Cancer 

The success of gene therapy relies in large part on the amount of gene product 

expressed, to the extent that a higher level of gene product increases the rate of 

therapeutic success. lL-2 gene therapy experiments with laboratory mice have shown 

cures of 100% of established tumors (5,9) but the same levels of success have not been 

obtained with human clinical trials. Low levels of IL-2 expression have been thought to 

be a rate limiting step in these trials. It has been postulated that higher levels of IL-2 

would probably produce a more successful treatment. We have attempted to achieve 

higher levels of gene expression than those currently available, using IL-2 as a reporter 

gene. We have investigated different aspects that affect gene expression such as plasmid 

components (e.g. promoters), the size of the plasmid and plasmid uptake. 

Use of an amplifier strategy for increased gene expression 

Currently the most widely used promoter in gene therapy trials is the CMV 

promoter, which is considered to be the strongest of the most commonly used promoters 

(36). IL-2 levels induced by this promoter are not sufBciently high for human treatment 

however, and thus the use of different promoters and the use of an amplifier strategy were 

investigated. A series of plasmids were constructed containing different promoters, such 

as the CMV, SRo, HTVl and HIV2 promoters. Analysis of promoter activiQr 
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demonstrated that CMV promoter activity was higher than that of the SRa promoter and 

was comparable to HIVl and the HIV2 promoter activity. The single promoter 

constructs resulted in comparable gene expression and thus, a dififerent approach was 

needed to obtain higher gene expression. Plasmids were thus constructed using an 

amplifier strategy, wherein the transcriptional activator tat was cloned into a HIV LTR-

containing plasmid under a CMV-driven transcriptional unit. The results obtained with 

this approach showed that the HIV-1 and the HIV-2 plasmids containing the tat gene had 

a 10-fold and a 34-fold increase in gene expression respectively, when compared to 

plasmids lacking the tat gene. It is noteworthy that plasmids in which the tat gene was 

cloned in the opposite transcriptional direction (i.e; in the "head-on* direction) as the IL-2 

transcriptional unit had decreased IL-2 production. An explanation for this observation is 

the possibility that transcription did not terminate at the polyA sites at the end of each 

transcriptional unit, and there was a "run through" into the adjoining gene resulting in the 

production of anti-sense RNA which decreased IL-2 production. An unexpected finding 

was that deletion of the antibiotic resistance transcriptional unit decreased IL-2 

production. This result indicated that the presence of an upstream strong promoter such as 

the SV40 promoter enhanced transcriptional activity of the downstream promoter for IL-

2. Previous reports have shown that the presence of two CMV promoters upstream of a 

reporter gene could result in increased gene expression (35). Even though the SV40 

promoter is separated by 2 kb fix>m the HTV LTR, it appears to have some enhancing 

effect on the HIV LTR transcriptional activity^. Based on the above data further 

investigations were performed by construction of a HTV LTR-driven plasmid containing 
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a CMV-driven tat transcriptional unit with both of the transcriptional units transcribed in 

the same direction. The antibiotic resistance transcriptional unit was also retained in the 

plasmid. The previously constructed plasmids could not be manipulated to insert any 

gene of choice other than the lL-2 gene. Thus, these new plasmids contained multiple 

cloning sites (MCS) whereby any gene of choice could be cloned and expressed. In this 

study [L-2 was used as a reporter gene once again. These plasmids were tested in the 

human carcinoma cell lines, MCF-7 and A549. High levels of IL-2 secretion were found 

(as seen in Figure 4), indicating that these new plasmids were as efficient as the 

previously tested plasmids in gene expression. Lower levels of IL-2 secretion were seen 

upon transfection of these plasmids into murine cell lines as compared to the levels 

obtained in human cell lines. This result may be due to the fact that the tat gene is known 

to interact with human cellular factors needed for HIV transcription (90). The 

absence/modification of such host factors in murine cell lines may account for the lower 

IL-2 levels observed. 

The in vivo efQcacy of this amplifier approach was assessed by using cellular 

clones (B-10 and BB-IS) derived from stably transfected B16 tumor cells (CMV-IL-2 

and HrV2-IL-2 CMV-TAT plasmids, respectively) in an animal model. Mice injected 

with BB-IS cells (HrV-IL-2-CMV-TAT plasmid) were observed to have the slowest 

growing tumors as compared to either the parental B16 or the B-10 (CMV-IL-2) groups. 

Further, the tumors in the BB-IS injected group were not palpable until day 11 after 

injection, whereas at that time, mice injected with parental B16 cells had measurable 

tumor masses. Previous work (91,92,93) in mice has shown that B-16 melanoma cells 
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expressing CMV promoter driven IL-2 formed slow growing tumors as compared to non 

IL-2 expressing cells. Data presented here indicates that higher levels of IL-2 expression 

in B-16 cells (BB-15) causes a significant reduction in tumor volume than BIO cells 

which produce less IL-2. Compared to some studies (93) where very high levels of IL-2 

were achieved (36,000iu/10^ cells), our levels of IL-2 are lower since this was a 

comparative study of two dififerent plasmids and the transfection protocol was not 

optimized to express the highest obtainable levels of IL-2. 

Mice injected with B-IO and BB-IS cells, both expressing IL-2, displayed a 

significantly longer survival as compared to mice injected with parental B16 cells. The 

BB-IS group that received the HrV2- IL-2 plasmid which secreted more IL-2 than the 

CMV IL-2 plasmid, had significantly slower tumor growth and prolonged survival times 

as compared to the B-10 timior cell injected group. The Amplifier strategy was effective 

in vitro as demonstrated by higher levels of IL-2 gene expression and was also effective 

in vivo as demonstrated by smaller tumor masses and longer survival times of mice 

injected with the HrV-2-IL-2CMV-TAT plasmid. A future step could be injection of the 

plasmid directly into the mice with established tumors to determine efficacy in 

eradication of established tumors. 

Inducible gene expression 

Expression vectors with inducible promoters would be advantageous in gene 

therapy since thenqieutic genes could be turned on at required times. A truncated 400bp 

region of the human HSP70B promoter was utilized for the inducible gene expression 
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experiments. Table 1 showed that this promoter fragment retained the property of heat 

inducibility as seen by the expression of the reporter gene, O-galactosidase), when 

subjected to 42**C. This promoter had strong activity, as IL-2 production driven by this 

promoter when heat-induced was almost twice that of the CMV promoter. The very low 

levels of IL-2 seen without heat induction demonstrated the highly specific nature of the 

promoter activity. Previous work (36) has shown that the human Tumor Necrosis Factor 

(TNF) gene driven by the mdr-1 promoter is inducible by a chemotherapy drug, 

adriamycin in MCF-7 cells. Also, recently It has been shown (94) that the mdr-1 

promoter can be induced by heat stress thus allowing it be to induced by hyperthermia 

chemotherapy. An a advantage of the HSP70B promoter was its induction by factors such 

as Y-radiation in addition to induction by a chemotherapeutic agent (geldanamycin) and 

heat stress, thus allowing for gene induction using standard cancer treatments. As seen in 

Figure 11, heat treatment dramatically increased promoter activity, as expected. 

Geldanamycin treatment resulted in a 108% increase above basal levels in GFP 

expression (approximately 2-fold) while y-radiation was less effective with a 50% 

increase in gene expression (approximately 1.5-fold). A combination of geldanamycin 

and radiation treatments together did not act synergistically to increase gene expression 

above that seen with either treatment alone. Recently, it has been shown (95) that the 

iNOs gene driven by a radiation inducible promoter (WAFl) on induction by y-radiation 

had a 20 day tumor growth delay as compared to a CMV promoter driven iNOs gene. 
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This demonstrates that a combination of gene therapy with radiation therapy was more 

effective in treatment of cancer than either one alone. 

In this study only one anti-leukemic drug was studied, possibly other commonly 

used chemotherapeutic drugs may have the ability to induce stronger promoter activity. 

Western inmiunoblots demonstrated that the level or kinetics of heat shock protein 

(HSP72) expression induced by the above treatments did not correlate with the levels of 

increased gene expression. Heat treatment, which resulted in the highest level of gene 

expression, did not induce significantly higher levels of heat shock proteins than that 

obtained with treatment with geldanamycin and y-in^iation. This finding suggested that 

other mechanisms besides induction of heat shock factors might be involved in HSP 

promoter activity. Alternatively, mesurement of HSP72 levels may not be predictive of 

gene expression levels as would direct quantitation of HSP70 levels. 

The level of IL-2 obtained with the 400bp HSP70B promoter was much lower 

than that obtained from the HIV2-IL2 CMV-TAT plasmids. In order to make use of the 

amplifier strategy in an inducible manner, a plasmid was constructed with the tat gene 

under the control of the 400 bp promoter fragment. This system provided control over 

expression of the critical factor, the tat gene that can amplify the HTV LTR activity. 

Cells transfected with the HrV2-IL2 HSP-tat plasmid however, produced IL-2 even at 

37*'C, i.e., the non-induced condition (Figure 14). This elevated basal level of IL-2 

secretion may partly be due to the HrV2 LTR's basal activi^ even in the absence of the 

tat activator. Also, the 400bp promoter fragment has a low level of basal activity even at 

37°C as seen by in Figure 10, which would be amplified to even higher levels with this 
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strategy. Thus, a small amount of tat gene expression may occur at 37°C, which could 

account for the IL-2 levels obtained in non-heated conditions (due to the amplifier effect). 

Heat treatment at 42°C resulted in a 4-fold increase in lL-2 production in the HIV2-IL2 

HSP-tat transfected cells. This 4-fold increase in lL-2 suggested that heat induction of the 

HSP promoter resulted in tat gene expression, which increased gene expression driven by 

the HIV LTR. This plasmid could theoretically also be induced by geldanamycin and y-

irradiation treatments as this promoter had been observed to do earlier. An added and 

important advantage of the inducible plasmid system was the durability of the promoter 

over time. CMV promoter activity has been known to shut down after 4-6 days in vitro 

(35). A similar effect was also observed in Figure 14b. However, the HIV2-IL2 HSP-tat 

plasmid was heat inducible even at later time points (e.g., 6 days). Promoter activity was 

lower at day 6 than at day 1, but higher than that of the CMV promoter which appeared to 

have shut down. These results indicated that this inducible/amplifier approach might be 

able to evade a common shortcoming seen with CMV-based plasmids. 

Increased DNA integration 

The rate of DNA integration in cells following lipid-mediated transfection is 

relatively low as compared to other methods such as retroviral systems. Inefficient 

integration is a major disadvantage of plasmid vectors and has limited its use in gene 

therapy. It has been shown that in lipid mediated transfections most of the DNA-lipid 

complexes are in the cytoplasm and a very small percentage of the DNA crosses into the 

nucleus (96). Thus increasing nuclear transport and stable integration of the plasmid will 
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help transgene expression. In the experiments presented this hurdle to achieving higher 

levels of stable integrants in lipid-mediated transfections has 

been overcome by treatment of the transfected cells with a mild heat shock (42°C for 10 

minutes) maintaining 90% cell viability. Radiation (50,52) has been shown to increase 

integration rates but significant increases were achieved at high radiation levels where 

there was 90% cell death. 

A variety of cell lines including murine (4TI and B16) and human cells (A549, 

MCF-7 and SW480) were subjected to heat treatment and the effects observed. An 

increase in transient transfection as assessed by GPP expression was observed for all the 

cell lines tested. The flow cytometric results indicated that a 20-70% increase in transient 

transfection efficiencies as compared to the unheated cells in all cell types. The 4T1 cell 

line was observed to have the highest increase in EGFP expression (70%), while the other 

cell lines had an increase in the range of 20-30 % in EGFP expression. The increase in 

GFP-positive cells indicated that heat treatment made the cells favorable to DNA uptake, 

possibly by affecting the fluidity of the cell membrane. Higher percentage increases in 

the number of stable colonies were observed as compared to the percentage increases in 

GFP-positive cells. Heat treatment at 42°C led to a 90% increase in the number of G418-

resistant colonies for SW480 cells, a 96% increase in A549 cells and a 55% increase in 

MCF-7 cells. The murine cell lines B16 and 4T1 had 108% increase and a 52% increase 

respectively. The increase in stable colonies suggested that the transfected DNA was able 

to cross the nuclear membrane and integrate into the cell's chromosome, possibly as a 

result of a change in nuclear membrane fluidity. 
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DISCUSSION - PART n 

Specific Redirection of T-Ceib 

Identification of T-cell receptors from hybridomas 

The transfer of immune effector cells into cancer patients, termed adoptive 

cellular therapy, involves infusion of cytotoxic T-cells with anti-tumor activity. 

Lymphokine activated killer ceils, or the more potent TILs, are often used for infusion. 

The inability to generate TILs from some patients and the extensive cell culture needed to 

generate sufficient numbers of TILs led us to the investigation of an alternative method of 

generating tumor-specific T-cells. A large number of tumor-specific T cells could be 

generated by transfection of tumor-specific T cell antigen receptors into naive T cell 

populations, thereby redirecting their antigen specificity. 

To prove the feasibility of this approach a murine tumor model was utilized. The 

B16-derived ceil line, MOS that stably expresses an OVA peptide in a MHC-restricted 

maimer, was chosen as the tumor model. Two T-cell hybridomas (MF2.2D9 and B3Z) 

expressing T cell receptors specific for the MOS cell line were the source of tumor 

specific antigen receptors. PCR analysis was the method of choice for identification of 

the variable region gene families due to the unavailability of antibodies. PCR analysis 

performed on cDNA obtained from each of the hybridomas to identify the V-alpha and 

V-beta TCR families showed the presence of gene products from more than one family 
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type. This is because T cells have the capacity to undergo multiple rearrangements of the 

alpha and beta chains until a functional chain is made which then stops the recombination 

machinery and the functional chain is expressed on the cell surface (97). Thus, multiple 

mRNAs including mRNA from non-productive recombination are expressed in the cells. 

Thus, the PGR products obtained had to be sequenced for analysis of the CDR3 region. 

The sequence with a productive rearrangement would be the receptor on the T cell 

siirface. Examination of the amino acid sequence of Val3 and V^l bands revealed in-

frame rearrangement for the B3Z hybridoma and for the MF2.2D9 hybridoma Va2 and 

vpi 1 chains had in frame rearrangements. 

The next step after identification of the T cell receptor families was the isolation 

of the full-length TCR genes. Primers for isolation of full-length genes were designed 

such that the Kozak initiation site was included, which is known to increase translation 

efficiency of the gene. Also, care was taken in primer design to include the signal peptide 

that is involved in the translocation of the chains to the cell membrane. Individual 

"Touch-down PGR" reactions with primers for V(x2 and Val3 TGR genes along with a 

common primer for the Ga region allowed for the isolation of full-length TGR chains 

Va2 and Val3. Primers for vpi and V^l 1 TGR genes with a common primer for the G3 

region allowed for the isolation of full-length TGR chains V^l and vpi 1. Sequence 

analysis of each of the TGR gene was performed again to reconfirm that the GDR3 

regions were in-frame. 

Single chain T cell receptors were also constructed for each hybridoma. Single 

chain TGRs were tested as an alternative for full-length chains for the following reasons. 
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The introduction of transgenic TCR a and ^ chains into mature T cells could potentially 

lead to the heterologous pairing of either protein with endogenous TCR chains leading to 

TCR with unpredictable antigenic specificity and possibly lead to auto-reactivity (98). 

Thus to minimize this problem sctcrs were tested. Single chain TCRs have the capacity to 

recognize antigen (79,81) and the addition of the transmembrane portion of a signal 

transduction molecule such as CD3C allows for signal transduction to occur (76). 

Feasibility of this approach is demonstrated by similar studies with sclg (single chain 

immunoglobulin). 

Recent work on single chain TCR has shown that co-expression of the 

region is required for TCR structural stability (76), and that such 3-domain scTCRs could 

bind to an antigenic peptide/MHC complex. Thus, the 3- domain single chain TCRs were 

constructed containing the Va, vp and the CP regions. Two single chain T cell receptors 

were constructed, one coding for the Va2Vpi IC^ receptor and the other coding for the 

Val3Vpicp receptor. However, these single chain receptors do not contain the 

transmembrane or cytoplasmic portions of the CP chain and thus cannot associate with 

the CD3 signaling complex required to initiate signal transduction upon antigen binding. 

Thus, the transmembrane region and cytoplasmic tail of the CD3^ molecule was added 

on to the 3-domain scTCR forming a 4-domain single chain TCR containing the 

va,vp,cp and CD3C domains. This 4-domain single chain TCR should have the ability 

to perform signal transduction upon receptor activation without the need of additional co-

stimulatory molecules. Successful cloning of the sctcr was obtained only for the 
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2.11CD3^ single chain TCR. Trimolecular ligation with the Val3-V3l product, CD3^ 

and the pBlueScript plasmid failed. Thus, functional analysis was performed only for the 

2.1 ICDB^ single chain TCR. 

Retroviral transfections were performed using the amphotropic VSV-G-

pseudotyped LXSN vector since the VSV-G envelope provides stability to the viral 

particles and also allows for concentration of viral particles by centrifiigation. Infection 

of target cells, either the BW5147 (murine T cell line) or JRT3 (human T cell line) cells 

were performed on fibronectin-coated plates to increase transduction efiRciency. Full-

length TCR chains were transfected only into BWS147 cells since it is a mouse cell line 

and the TCR can be expressed on the cell surface with the mouse CD3 complex. The 

JRT3 cells lack CD3 and thus only the single chain TCR was transfected into these cells. 

Gene expression for both the full-length and the single chain TCRs was analyzed by 

staining the transfected cells with a FITC-labeled anti-mouse TCR-^ antibody (due to the 

unavailability of a V^l antibody). Since the 2.11 single chain TCR contained the P-chain 

constant region, the anti-TCR-3 antibody also stained cells expressing the single chain 

TCR. The anti-Vpi I antibody however, did not stain the 2.11 single chain TCR 

transfected cells, possibly due to a conformational change induced in the V^l 1 domain 

from the fusion protein construction. Staining with the FITC-labeled anti-TCR-P 

antibody was considered positive if there was a shift in the mean fluorescence as 

compared to mock-transfected cells stained with the same antibody. The BW5147 ceils 
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were successfully transfroted with the full-length Val3 and vpi TCR chains as 

confirmed by cell surface staining and by RT-PCR. 

The human JRT3 cells were transfected with the 2.11CD3^ single chain TCR. 

Cell surface expression of the single chain TCR was confirmed by staining transfected 

cells with the FITC-labeled anti-TCR^ antibody. Standard RT-PCR however, failed to 

amplify the single chain TCR. cDNA was then constructed using a Thermoscript kit, 

which permits cDNA construction at the higher temperature of S5°C (which may help to 

open up some potential hairpin loops). Unfortunately, no positive band was observed 

after PCR of the cDNA constructed at the higher temperature. PCR analyses performed 

on genomic DNA isolated from these transduced cells to detect the presence of the single 

chain TCR was successful, and a band corresponding to the correct size of the single 

chain TCR was observed. This finding indicated that the cells had integrated the gene. 

Along with the flow cytometry data, it could be concluded that the cells had been 

successfully transduced with and expressed the scTCR gene. The inability to obtain 

confirmation by RT-PCR may have been due to formation of strong hairpin loops in the 

mRNA or that the single chain TCR mRNA was unstable with a very short half-life. 

The biological function of the full-length and the single chain TCRs was tested 

using IL-2 secretion as an indicator of successful signal transduction having occurred 

upon receptor engagement. Co-culture of Val3 andV^l transduced BWS147 cells with 

MOS cells resulted in IL-2 secretion higher than on stimulation with parental B-16 cells, 

indicating that the transferred receptors were frmctional. Similarly, the 2.11 scTCR 
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transduced human JRT3 cells also secreted IL-2 upon stimulation with MOS cells. This 

finding indicated that the single chain T cell receptor could bind antigen, signal via CD3^ 

tail, resulting in cellular activation. Recently another group (99) has demonstrated 

functional biological activity of a scTCR against MAGE-Al/HLA-Al. Primary human T 

lymphocytes were transduced and the transduced cells lysed MAGE-A1 positive 

melanoma cells. Part of the work presented here, i.e., the transfer of a murine sctcr into a 

human T cell line with functional biological activity might potentially be one of such first 

reports. 

It is interesting that a murine T-cell receptor (albeit a single chain T-cell receptor) 

transducted into human cells was able to recognize antigen and more importantly, signal 

cellular activation through the mouse CD3^ region since it opens up the possiblity of 

generating tumor specific TCRs in a non-human model system followed by the transfer 

of the TCR chains into human T cells. Transduction of the T-cell receptors into freshly 

isolated mouse spleen cells was attempted, since T- cells would be the intended targets 

for therapy. However, poor transduction efficiencies of the freshly isolated mouse spleen 

cells limited this study. 

Using a murine tumor cell line, MOS, as a tumor model, along with two T-cell 

hybridomas, MF2.2D9 and B3Z, we have shown the feasibility of redirecting T cells by 

transfer of tumor-specific T cell receptors. Tumor-specific T cell alpha and beta chains 

could thus be isolated from TILs, transfected into peripheral T-cells and/ or T cell 

progenitors (hematopoietic stem cells) thus, redirecting their specificity to a tumor 

antigen. This possibility was directly tested in the described study by the transfer of the 
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murine Val3 and V^l genes into BWS147 cells and stimulation of the cells by culture 

with the tumor cell line. Successful stimulation of JRT3 cells by the single chain TCR 

upon engagement with tumor antigen indicated the feasibility of using a scTCR in place 

of the full-length TCR chains. Potentially, one could also envision the transfer of the 

TCR genes into hematopoietic stem cells thus, increasing the overall firequency of tumor 

reactive T-cells and more importantly, achieving sustained levels of T cells expressing 

the tumor-reactive TCR. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ability to transfer genes into cells has opened the possibility of new treatment 

strategies for cancer. Results from cancer gene therapy clinical trials however, have met 

with limited success partly due to insufficient levels of therapeutic genes being obtained. 

Using IL-2 as a model therapeutic gene, we have not only achieved higher levels of gene 

expression than obtained with the commonly used CMV promoter but we have also 

demonstrated in an in vivo tumor model the beneficial effects of such higher expression 

of lL-2. A study of plasmid design, along with the use of an amplifier strategy, helped 

achieve these high levels of lL-2. The use of an inducible promoter, HSP70, could be 

helpful in an approach that combines gene therapy with other standard therapies for 

cancer such as hyperthermia, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Potentially the use of 

these other therapies, such as hyperthermia and possibly radiation, may aid in the 

increased uptake of the plasmid by cells and thus, an increase in gene expression. Also, 

along with gene therapy lower doses of the standard therapies could be used with fewer 

side effects. We have also shown the feasibility of an alternative approach to 

immunotherapy i.e., specific redirection of T-cells. Tumor-specific T cell receptors can 

be isolated and transfected into non-tumor specific peripheral T-cells. Using T cell lines 

we have demonstrated that the transfer of tumor-reactive TCR genes imparts tumor cell 

recognition and T cell activation to the transfected T-cell lines. As an alternative to full-

length TCR genes we constructed tumor -specific single chain TCR with the 
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transmembrane region of CD3^ for signaling capaciQr. Single chain TCR was 

experimented as an alternative to overcome the possiblity of mixed TCR dimers with 

unpredictable specificity formed by assembly of endogenous and exogenous TCR chains 

on introduction of full-length TCR genes into mature T cells. The transfer of the scTCR 

gene into T cells rendered them capable of antigen recognition and signaling resulting in 

biological activation as observed by secretion of IL-2 by the transfected cells. This study 

is probably one of the first that demonstrates biological function (IL-2 secretion) as a 

result of activation of cells by a single chain TCR. 

Similar improvements made in plasmid design to achieve higher gene expression 

levels could be made in retroviral vectors used to transduce T-cells or hematopietic stem 

cells resulting in higher expression of the TCR genes. A recent study has shown that 

activation of T lymphocyte responses is partially determined by the expression levels of 

the T cell receptor and that CTLs with high levels of surface TCR can lyse tumor cells 

with a wide range of TAA (tumor associated antigen) densities (100). Thus, increasing 

the TCR levels on the cell surface of the transfected cells would help in the recognition of 

even those tumor cells that have low levels of the tumor antigen. Also for those tumor 

antigens for which no high affinity TCRs are present in vivo due to self tolerance, TCR/ 

sctcr gene transfer may be used to introduce tumor-specific TCRs that have been 

optimized in vitro by either yeast or retroviral TCR display (101,102). In addition, co-

introduction of immunomodulatory genes along with TCR genes could aid in T cell 

effector or homing functions. These two novel approaches to cancer treatment, i.e.. 
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localized IL-2 immunotherapy and specific redirection of T cells, could possibly be used 

in combination resulting in an enhanced treatment effect 
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APPENDIX A 

Complete RPMI 

To SOOml of RPMI (Scientific Irvine, Santa Ana, CA) add: 

SOml of Heat Inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (Gibco>BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of200mM L-glutamine (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOOu/ml Penicillin + lOOO^g/ml Streptomycin (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOmM sodium pyruvate (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOmM Non-essential amino acids (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

2S0^1 of Smg/ml of Gentamycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) 

Sfil of ^mercaptoethanol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) 

Complete DMEM 

To SOOml of RPMI (Scientific Irvine, Santa Ana, CA) add: 

SOml of Heat Inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of200mM L-glutamine (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOOu/ml Penicillin + 1000^g/ml Streptomycin (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOmM sodium pyruvate (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

Sml of lOOmM Non-essential amino acids (Gibco-BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

2S0^1 of Smg/ml of Gentamycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) 

S^l of P-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) 
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APPENDIX B 

Oligonucleotide primers for TCR V-alpha chain PCR screening 

Val 5'CAGCAGAGCCCAGAATCCCTC 3' Tm=65.7X 

Va2 5'AGCAATTCTGAACTGCAGTTA 3' Tin= 55.3°C 

V(x3 5'CAGCCCGATGCTCGCGTCACT 3' Tm=72.2°C 

Va4 5'CCCGGAGAAGGTCCACAGCTCCTC 3' Tm=72^X 

V(x5 5'ACAGACCCTAACAGTTATTACTTC 3' Tin=68.0"C 

Va6 5'GAAACGGTGCACTTGCCTTGTAGC 3' Tm=63.9®C 

Va7 5'GAAGAACTCACCCTGGACTGTTCA 3' Tin=65.1'X: 

Va8 5'GGGTTGCCTGTGATGCTGAAC 3' Tin=64.5X 

Va9 5'CAAAGAGCTGCGACGTTCCTT 3' Tm=59.4°C 

ValO 5'GTCATCAAAGAACGTCGCAGC 3' Tm=63^°C 

Vail 5'ACCAATTCTGCTCTGAGATGC 3' Tin=59.4®C 

Val 2 5'CTTGCCAAGACCACCCAGCCC 3' Tin=68.3®C 

Val 3 5'GAATCCTAAGCTCATCATTGAC 3' Tin=59.2®C 

Val4 5'CTGCGTCCTTCAATGTAATTA 3' Tm=59.2X 

Val 5 5'ACACAGATACTGCTTCATCA 3' Tm=55.6"C 

Val 6 5'ATACGAATGCAGCAACTAATT 3' Tm=57.9^ 

Val 7 5'CAAACAGCAAGTGGGGAAATAG 3 » Tm=64.3®C 

Val 8 5'CGACATCCATAACTGCCCTACAG 3 Tm=66.4'C 

Val9 5'AGCCTGCAAATTGATGTCTG 3' Tm=66.2®C 

3* Anti-sense primer for TCR V-alpha chain PCR screening 

3'mouse Ca (codon 145) 5'GTCGGTGAACAGGCAGTG 3' Tin=58.0^ 
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Oligonucleotide primers for TCR V-beta ciiain PCR screening 

vpi S'GACGGTGCCCAGTCOrn iAT 3' Tm=66.7°C 

VP2 5'ACATGAGCCAAGGCAGAACCT3' Tin=67.l»C 

VP3 5'TGAAAAGGGACATCCAGTTGT 3' Tm=63.2®C 

VP4 5'AAGTCGCTTCCAACTCAAAG 3' Tm=61.0°C 

vps.i 5'GGGAGAAAGGTCCATTCTAA 3' Tin=60.8®C 

VP5.2 5'GGGAGGAAGGTCCGTCTGAC 3' Tm=68.1'C 

VP6 5'AGGATTCAGGGAAAGGATTGA 3' Tm=63.5°C 

VP7 5'CGGAAGAAGCGGGAGCATTGA 3' Tin=70.8®C 

VP8 5'CAGGAGGAAAGGTGACATTGA 3' Tin=64.0"C 

Vp9 5'GGGAAGCTGACACTTTTGAGA 3' Tm=63.2°C 

vpio 5'CACAGGTGGGAAATGAAAGTGT3' Tm=63.7"C 

vpi i  5'GCCCAATCAGTCGCACTCAAC 3' Tm=69.1»C 

VP12 5'CCAGTTTCAGGCCACAATGAC 3' Tm=66.6®C 

VP13 5'AGGGCAAGCTGTTTCCTTTTG 3' Tm=66.3"'C 

Vpl4 5'GAGTCGGTGGTGCAACTGAAC 3' Tm=67.(yx: 

VP15 5'CGTCAATCGCCTCAAAAGACA 3' Tm=67.2®C 

Vpl6 5'TAGGACAGCAGATGGAGTTTC 3' Tm=60.8X 

VP17 5'GGCTCTTTTGTTGCTGGAGTA 3' Tm=63.1"C 

VP18 5TCCAGTGTGTGGCTGACAGTC 3' Tm=66.6"C 

Vpl9 5'GAAACCGGGAGAAGAACTCAA 3' Tin=64.2X 

3* Anti-sense primer for TCR V-beta chain PCR screening 

3'mouse CP (codon 145) 5'CGAGGGTAGCCTTTTGTTTGT 3' Tm=64.0X 
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Primers for Isolation of full-length TCR chains from cDNA 

5'Va2 5' TTCAGTCTAGGAGGAATGGACAAGA 3' Tm=65.9«C 

5'VPI 1 5' AAGCCACTGCCTCATCTTGCCA 3' Tm=57.0®C 

5'\an 5' AATTGGGAAGAGCAATGA 3' Tm=45.0°C 

5'VPI 5' TAGCTACACAATACCCGTCTGG 3' Tm=62.7®C 

3'CP 5' GAAGAACGGCTCAGGATGCATA 3' Tm=67.2®C 

3' Ca 5' ACTTGGGAGTCAGGCTCTGTCAGTC 3' Tm=69.9«C 

Primers for the construction of single chain T-cell receptors 

5'EcoRI Va2 5' GAATTCTTCAGTCTAGGAGGAATGGACAAGA 3' Tm=72.2°C 

5'EcoRI Val3 5' GAATTCAATTGGGAAGAGCAATGA 3' Tm=69.4''C 

5' G4S Vpl 1 5'GGCGGAGGAGGATCAGGTGTCATCCAAACA 3' Tm=80.9°C 

5' G4S VPI 5'GGCGGAGGAGGATCAAAAATTACTCAGTCA 3' Tm=74.4°C 

3'mouse Ca (codon 121) G4S 5'TGATCCCGGTCCGCCTGGGTTCTGGATGTT 3' 

Tm=84.0®C 

3'mouse C? (codon 246) Xhol 5' CTCGAGGTCTGCTCGGCCCCA 3' 

Tm=76.9®C 

Universal (Gly4Ser) j linker 

5'GGCGGAGGCGGATCA GGACGTGGAGGATCC GCCGGAGGAGGATCA 3' 

Primers for the isolation of transmembrane to cytoplasmic region of mouse CD3-  ̂
chain 

5'EcoRI mouse CD3-C 5* GGAATTCCTGTTAGCGAGGGGCCAG 3* Tm=75.0°C 

S-Xhol mouse CD3-C 5' AGGCTCGAGAAACTCTGCTACTTGCTA 3* Tm=68.9«C 



PCR Conditions for the amplification of T-cell receptors 

PGR conditions for TCR a/B screening and full-length cDNA isolation 

I.94°G Imin 

2. 80®C 10s 

3. 94®C 30s 

4. 60®G with slope of -0.2°C/ cycle 

5. 72"'G 30s 

6. go to step 3 for 29 cycles 

7. 94°C 30s 

8. 50°C 30s 

9. 72''G 30s 

10. go to step 7 for 9 cycles 

II.72°G Smin 

12.4®C for 10 min 

PCR conditions for construction of 3DscTcr 

1.94®C Imin 

2. 80®C 10s 

3. 94®C 30s 

4. 58®C with slope of -0.5°C/cycle 

5. 72®C 30s 

6. go to step 3 for 9 cycles 

7. 94°C 30s 

8. 60°C 30s 

9. 72®C 30s 

10. go to step 7 for 29 cycles 
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11.72®C Smin 

12.4''C for 10 min 

PCR conditions for s.o.eing 

I.94®C Imin 

2. 80°C 10s 

3. 94°C 30s 

4. 55°C with slope of -0.5°C /cycle 

5. 72°C 30s 

6. go to step 3 for 2 cycles 

7. pause and add S' and 3' primers 

8. 94''C 30s 

9. 60«C 30s 

10. 72''C 30s 

I I .  g o  t o  s t e p  7  f o r  3 6  c y c l e s  

12.72®C Smin 

13.4°C for 10 min 
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